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Special issue of WAMI:
Asset Management in the UK
elcome to this special edition of Water Asset
Management International, where the focus
is on asset management within the United
Kingdom (UK).
Knowledge of assets and how they should be
managed has increased tremendously over
recent years within the UK, coupled with a
mature understanding of regulation, particularly
in England and Wales where privatisation is now
in its 17th year. WAMI’s UK editor, Andrew Smith,
introduces the issue with an overview of the
current background of regulation and innovation
in England and Wales (See page 3). Starting on
page 5, George Day of Ofwat - the regulatory
body for the water industry in England and Wales
- provides a regulator’s viewpoint on the
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emerging emphasis on asset management
among the region’s privatised utilities.
Three of the UK’s utilities provide insights into
their asset management approaches in this
issue. A paper from Thames Water describes its
implementation of a risk-based asset management tool; on page 12, an article from United
Utilities sets out the goal of ‘world-class’ asset
management that drives the company’s asset
management systems; while on page 15 Scottish
Water describes the key elements and future
challenges of their asset management
programme. Finally, two UK consultants outline
their successful asset management strategies.
We hope you find this issue an interesting and
informative overview of UK asset management.

Contract for Northern Irish asset management
orthern Ireland Water, the new government
company that replaced the Northern Ireland
Water Service at the beginning of April, has
announced that a consortium led by
environmental engineering consultants MWH
has won a contract to implement an asset
management model to deliver the Northern
Ireland Asset Management Plan 3 (NIAMP 3).
Although the old Northern Ireland Water
Service was not subject to regulation by Ofwat it
did produce asset management plans that
generally followed the guidance in the Ofwat
manual, hence this is the third of the province’s
five-year asset management cycles.
The approach was, however, varied to allow for
the special status of the Water Service: for
example, NIAMP2 did not address issues of
prices or funding nor, obviously, information
relating to shareholder-owned commercial
companies.
The Department for Regional Development
commissioned an independent technical audit of
NIAMP2. This was carried out by consultants
Halcrow, who reported that NIAMP2 was
satisfactory for planning purposes, and that
more detailed work would be needed to verify
the extent of future infrastructure investment.
The Water Service was urged to look into the
opportunities for further capital cost
efficiency savings.
The OneAM consortium, which has won the
contract to produce an improved model for
NIAMP3, consists of MWH, multi-utility United
Utilities, management consultant EC Harris and
IT consultancy ICS Consulting. OneAM will work
with the new GoCo on the 30-month project to
implement its asset management model, and will
also undertake its strategic investment planning
for the 2010 to 2015 period.
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George Butler, Northern Ireland Water’s asset
management director, said: ‘With the newly
formed NIW facing challenging efficiency
targets, there is a clear need to establish
effective asset management policies to ensure
that our 1.7 million customers receive the best
possible value from our £6 billion asset base.
‘This project to implement the asset
management model will include taking steps
to transform our asset management process,
re-evaluate our full asset base and deliver the
NIAMP3 business plan. This will be fundamental
to informing the Northern Ireland periodic review
in 2009 by the economic regulator, Ofreg
(NIAUR). It is also vital to ensure the delivery of
excellent services to the people of Northern
Ireland at the lowest sustainable cost.’
The £2 million project will create and embed a
best practice asset management approach,
informed by skilled people, relevant data and
flexible technology, the consortium explains.
‘Through a robust process, this approach will
lead to the delivery of a business plan which will
establish standards to be achieved by NIW from
2010. It will also clearly define the capital and
operational costs for the company for the future.’
David Smith, MWH UK’s business strategy
director, commented: ‘MWH will act as prime
consultant in this important project, with EC
Harris and ICS Consulting as key team
members, and United Utilities as our water
company partner. The combined team will
provide the full capability and depth of resource
required, building on our unrivalled track record
working together on similar assignments.
Appointment to this prestigious project is
particularly significant in creating
opportunities for the staff at our growing
Belfast-based Northern Ireland office.’ ● LS
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he UK House of Commons Public Accounts Committee
has fiercely criticised the economic regulator, Ofwat,
calling it ‘weak’ for not using sanctions against
companies that underperform, instancing the decision
not to impose a fine on Thames Water for persistently
failing to meet leakage targets.
The report levels a number of other criticisms,
alleging that ‘Ofwat does not understand clearly how
consumers use water and has not collected enough
robust evidence on which water efficiency projects are
most effective in helping consumers to use less water.
Ofwat needs to divert more of its attention to water
efficiency and gain a better understanding of
consumers’ behaviour.’
The Committee also claims that Ofwat depends on
unreliable data about both supply and demand, saying
that there is still not enough precision and consistency
in estimating economic levels of leakage and that
‘much better data’ is needed on per capita
consumption.
The report’s conclusions and recommendations
include:
● Ofwat should press companies to encourage more
consumers to opt for meters
● Ofwat should give companies that do not meet their
targets the maximum fines
● Ofwat should require companies to take visible
action to demonstrate their commitment to saving
water during droughts
● Ofwat should make companies use consistent
methods for measuring consumption
● Ofwat needs a better understanding of consumption
● Ofwat should commission research into different
approaches to water efficiency and encourage
companies to provide water-saving advice to
customers
● Ofwat should develop a sustainable level of leakage
based on the current economic level of leakage
measure
● Ofwat should investigate whether ways of
compensating customers for restrictions, as used by
other utilities, could be used in the water sector
● Ofwat should coordinate research to find out whether
consumers would pay more for an improved service
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● Ofwat has yet to show that it has the necessary
determination to secure adequate compliance with
its requirements.
The report also suggests support for a revenue cap, in
parallel with the existing price cap regime.
Ofwat defended itself, saying: ‘Without Ofwat’s work,
the average water bill would be £90 ($78) per annum
higher today than it is. In the last decade leakage has
gone down by a third. Where companies have not
delivered, we have taken action to protect consumers.’
The regulator also pointed out that it did take action
against Thames, agreeing a legally binding undertaking
to invest, at shareholders’ expense, an extra £150
million ($296M), more than twice the fine that could
have been imposed.
At the time of the Thames agreement, commentators
pointed out that a fine would have gone directly to the
Treasury with no benefit to consumers.
The water industry’s trade body, Water UK, issued a
stinging attack on the PAC report, calling it ‘one-sided
and misleading’. It said: ‘In some areas the Committee
has not looked enough into the context of current
policies and consequently reaches conclusions of
doubtful value.’
For instance, Water UK notes, the PAC ‘shows no
awareness of current moves to increase meter use in
areas of potential water shortage or the serious doubts
about compulsory metering expressed by consumer
groups (and MPs).’
It also said: ‘The PAC is strident in its demand for
maximum fines for failure to meet targets. It cannot
accept in a recent case that Ofwat’s order to a company
to invest a large sum over and above its planned
expenditure was widely judged a more appropriate
alternative.’
The trade body also pointed out that collecting robust
evidence on water efficiency (which the PAC said
should be one of Ofwat’s top priorities) was ‘surely a
different order of priority from Ofwat’s legal duties,
which include protecting the interests of consumers,
having regard to the interests of vulnerable groups
and enabling companies to carry out their functions
properly’. ● Lis Stedman

Californian contract award
ngineering consultancy CH2M HILL has been chosen
to manage the design of an advanced water treatment
works for the City of Oxnard, in California.
The project is part of the City of Oxnard’s
groundwater recovery enhancement and treatment
(GREAT) programme, which aims to use existing water
resources more efficiently.
One major element of this is the use of recycled water
for beneficial uses including irrigation of edible food
crops, as well as injection into the groundwater aquifer
to protect against saline intrusion.
Farms in the area will be supplied with the highquality water for irrigation, and landscape irrigation
water will be distributed through a remodeled wastewater trunk line. Injection wells will be used to recharge
groundwaters and protect the city against overabstraction from the aquifer.
The recycled water will be generated by the new
plant, and sourced directly from the secondary-treated
discharge out of the existing city wastewater treatment
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works, which has a capacity of 32.5MGD (123Ml/day).
The plant will treat the secondary water from the
works using a multiple-barrier treatment train
consisting of microfiltration and ultrafiltration, reverse
osmosis and UV disinfection-based advanced oxidation
processes.
The project will be built in two phases, with a
capacity in the initial phase of 6.25MGD (23.7Ml/day).
The capacity in the final phase is expected to reach
25MGD (94.7Ml/day).
In addition to the key objective of producing purified
water, the facility will be open to the public and have
educational, visitor, and research functions. Part of the
site will also be used for a demonstration wetland,
complete with vegetation.
The wetland system will build upon results from
previous pilot wetland studies undertaken by CH2M
HILL between 2003 and 2005. The initial phase of
the project is expected to be fully operational by the
end of 2009. ● LS
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‘A mature relationship’:
Regulation and innovation in the UK water industry
● ANDREW SMITH, WAMI’s UK-based editor, outlines the regulatory context for water
utilities operating in England and Wales.
elcome to the special edition of Water Asset
Working within a regulated environment
Management International, where the focus
generally means a ‘more for less’ concept, that is,
is on asset management within the United
delivering ever-improving levels of service for a
Kingdom (UK). Knowledge of assets and how they
reducing cost to the customer. The only way to
should be managed has increased tremendously
achieve this is continuous innovation, through
over recent years within the UK. This has been
research and development (R&D) programmes
coupled with a mature understanding of
at both company and industry level.
regulation, particularly in England and Wales
Given the current age of the UK asset base,
where we are in our 17th year of privatisation.
coupled with the long life of many of the asset
Maturity is also evident in the relationships that
types, the risk-based approach has to be
exist between the water companies and the
underpinned through an understanding of
regulators (economic, environmental, customer
the concepts that link assets to service and
and health and safety) which forms the key to
expenditure. It is this fundamental need for
successful delivery of service to customers. A
understanding that drives R&D projects, to
reference table shows the regulators within each
construct models to provide this connectivity.
UK country.
Modelling needs to be underpinned by data
We must never lose sight of why assets exist:
that is complete and as accurate as possible. As
quite simply, it is to deliver a service to our
with most industries, continuous improvement is
customers, and customers are at the heart of
required within the UK water industry regarding
asset management within the UK water industry.
data, particularly to keep pace with the changing
This is evident in the way some companies
needs placed upon it. Historically, data has been
identify and promote projects, by taking explicit
captured for many different needs, and the
account of their customers’
challenge going forward
willingness to pay for the
must be the development
services provided (cost
of early, timely and flexible
Innovation is needed
benefit analysis).
methods for acquiring high
Risk-based asset manage- throughout the supply chain if a quality data. Data is an
ment is now
more effective and efficient expensive asset, and an
embedded within the UK
objective for the data must
customer service is to
following major research
be sought, both projecting
undertaken by United
forward and continuing
be delivered.
Kingdom Water Industry
collection for historic
Research (UKWIR) to develop the Capital
requirements.
maintenance planning: a common framework
Consistency of approach, development and
document. The Common Framework provides an
sharing of knowledge, and representing the
agreed structure for estimating
industry through a ‘champion’ also figure
the future capital maintenance required for
prominently in asset management. To facilitate
companies to provide and sustain defined levels
these, two separate companies have been
of service to customers and the environment, in
established.
the most economic manner over the long term.
The first is Water UK, an industry association
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Table 1
England & Wales
Customer Charges
& levels of Service
Water quality

Environmental Quality

Customers

Health & Safety

Table 2: Water UK networks
Capital maintenance

Health and safety

Regualtion

Water resources

Customers

Sewerage

Water distribution

Climate change

Drinking water quality

Leakage

that represents UK statutory water supply and
wastewater companies at national and European
level. Water UK was established to influence
public policy and opinion, and to ensure a strong
water industry in the interest of all stakeholders.
Its core objective is sustainable water policy –
actions and solutions that create lasting benefit
by integrating economic, environmental and
social objectives.
The second is UKWIR, which was established
by the water industry in 1993 to provide a
framework for the procurement of a research
programme for UK water operators on ‘one voice’
issues. Water UK and its members often use the
outputs from research projects managed by
UKWIR to influence policy implementation.
As part of the Water UK function, special
network groups have been established and a
sample of key groups is shown in Table 2.
The networks offer members a way to collect and
share information in their specialist fields.
They encourage dialogue, enable members to
identify issues of common interest and provide a
vehicle for consultation across the industry at a
national level.
Innovation must be considered throughout
the supply chain if a more effective and efficient
customer service is to be delivered. Capital
expenditure programme delivery is an area
of focus in the UK, where the concept contd: ➤

Regulation within the United Kingdom
Northern Ireland

Scotland

Water services Regulation Authority
(OFWAT)

Environment & Heritage Service

Water Industry Commission for Scotland

Drinking Water Inspectorate
(DWI)

Environment & Heritage Service

Drinking Water Quality Regulator
(DWQR)

Environment Agency
(EZ)

Environment & Heritage Service

Scottish Environment Protection Agency
(SEPA)

Consumer Council for Water
(CCWater)

Consumer Council for Northern Ireland

Scottish Consumer Council

Health & Safety Executive
(HSE)

Health & Safety Executive
(HSE)

Health & Safety Executive
(HSE)
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Recommendations for dealing with the sanitation crisis
he UK International Development
Committee report on sanitation
and water makes a series of farreaching recommendations to deal
with what it clearly sees as a crisis
situation.
The report calls for DFID and
other donor agencies to enable a
series of measures, including:
● the generation of global
political will
● provision of international aid
instruments that are fit for
purpose
● creation of well-resourced,
coherent and effective
multilateral mechanisms
● increasing the effectiveness of
DFID’s organisational capacity to
support sanitation and water.
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Capacity at local and national level
to implement scaled-up efforts on
sanitation and water is a particular
source of concern, the report states.
Water availability will also
become an increasing problem, it
➤ of ‘partnering’ has been
engendered and developed in many
companies. Successful partnering
arrangements need
to contain agreement and
commitment with regard to:
● strong relationships maintained
at all levels
● open lines of communication
● understanding of each other’s
business vision and drivers
● aligned commercial objectives
● maintaining a competitive
pressure in a partnering
environment
● visibility of programmes of work
to enable procurement
opportunities and efficient use of
resources.
Another observation of asset
management in the UK is the type
of assets being invested in,
particularly when considering
identification of a failing asset and
service recovery post asset failure.
Over the first 17 years since
privatisation the industry has seen a
significant increase in short life,
complex assets relating to
telemetry, automation and control.
These assets will change
investment programmes into the
future, but also the operational
support network to turn the
collected data into information and
action plans.
The focus on asset management

warns, ‘raising the spectre of
conflict over water resources’. The
report calls for DFID to ‘substantially
scale up its limited work on water
resources management (WRM).’
Donors should ensure that the
professional capacity to measure
the availability of water and collect
data on hydrological and meteorological patterns is adequately
supported, it adds. DFID should
look for opportunities with other
donors to support research into
identifying a minimum set of data
that could act as a series of basic
indicators on WRM and climate
change.
The IDC notes: ‘There are as
many solutions to water supply as
there are problems: DFID’s
ultimate goal must be supporting
governments to find locallyappropriate solutions and ending
the fundamental inequality that the
poor pay the most for their water.
This will involve a package of
measures including strengthening

public utilities, boosting governance
and the crucial task of building local
capacity to expand and maintain
access to clean water.’
DFID needs to scale up its work
on water resources management,
the IDC adds, recommending that
the organisation work with other
donors to seek a reaffirmation of the
failed 2005 global target to have
national water management plans
in place.
The report says that contracts
between private operators and
public utilities – public-private
partnerships - ‘can be an effective
way of building capacity’, but that it
is critical that contracts contain
specific pro-poor requirements and
that the contract procedures and
targets are transparent.
The IDC recommends that DFID
encourage partner governments to
engage in NGO and community
schemes to maximise the coordination and sustainability of
water provision schemes.

The report also recommends that
DFID investigates the promotion
and support of public-public
partnerships between water
operators, prompting anti-poverty
campaign organisation the World
Development Movement to say:
‘It is very significant that the select
committee has recommended
public-public partnerships (PUPs)
as part of the solution to tackling the
global water crisis.’
Other key points include a
recommendation for DFID to build
a more formal relationship with
professional water associations; a
thumbs-up for DFID’s decision to
significantly boost its own research
capacity; an acknowledgement of
the need for DFID to work with
education ministries to ensure
their school curricula include a
water and sanitation element;
greater attention to the burden
on women; and strengthening
of the link with its agricultural
strategy. ● Lis Stedman

drives to the very core of
organisational structures, and also
the titles of individuals within those
structures. A number of companies
have now established separate
asset management directorates,
and clarity is emphasised between
strategic and local asset
management type functions.
Underpinning the structures and
individuals is an alignment of
business objectives, partnering
agreements, common terminology,
training programmes and, most
importantly, an enhanced
knowledge of the impact our
assets have on the service we
provide to customers.
The ability of the industry to look
into the future and understand the
look and feel of the ‘customer
experience’ is a challenge currently
being addressed by the water
industry in England and Wales. This
is another major challenge where all
the concepts set out in this article
will have a part to play.
There is a great wealth of
knowledge in the UK water asset
management field, as well as
continuous development. I hope
this comes across in the collection
of articles we have for you in this
special edition. Hopefully you will
enjoy them and increase your
knowledge in the process. ●
Andrew Smith
Yorkshire Water Services, UK

Ofwat consults on steps to increase competition
fwat has taken steps to increase competition by asking stakeholders for
views in two consultation papers on a range of measures that it wants to
take. An internal review recognised two main barriers: the costs principle,
which requires companies to follow a prescriptive method for setting prices
for access that produces low margins, and the size threshold, which only
allows customers using over 50ML a year to choose their supplier. This
reduces the market to around 2200 customers. The first consultation
proposes changes to the Water Supply Licensing guidance to improve the
regime, and the second one sets out how new entrants can buy ‘spare’ water
from one company to supply a customer in a neighbouring company’s area.
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Soweto residents protest over prepaid meters
esidents of Soweto, South Africa are taking the city of Johannesburg to
court over plans to install prepaid water meters in the homes of lowincome residents, a move intended to improve debt collection. The
applicants are also asking the court to prevent the city limiting the perhousehold supply to 25 litres/day, arguing that low-income households often
have more residents than high-income ones. They are asking for a free
supply of 50 litres/person/day. The water utility is arguing that its existing
programme is popular and successful.

R

EPA agrees support for utility performance agreement
he US EPA has signed a statement of support with six national
associations to promote recommended utility performance measures and
encourage the use of these tools, plus 10 management attributes, by utilities
across the country. The attributes inlude customer satisfaction; financial
viability; infrastructure stability; operational resilience, community
sustainability; water resource adequacy; and stakeholder support.

T

Meter plans shelved to await funding decision
orthern Ireland Water has suspended plans to install meters in new
homes until the new power-sharing government in Stormont has decided
how water and wastewater services will be funded in future. The move
followed the announcement that payment of water rates would be deferred for
a year. Existing applications for meters will be honoured, the GoCo said.

N
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IMPROVING AM PLANNING IN THE ENGLAND & WALES WATER INDUSTRY: A REGULATOR’S PERSPECTIVE

Improving asset management planning in
the England and Wales water industry:
a regulator's perspective
This article discusses the emerging emphasis given to asset management in the
economic regulation of privatised water and sewerage utilities in England and Wales.
The development of tools, frameworks and incentives to promote good practice in asset
management planning is discussed within the context of wider policy drivers, in
particular the long-term sustainability agenda. The approach of Ofwat, the industry
regulator, to asset management planning in price-setting is briefly reviewed, with a look
ahead to the emerging position for the next price review in 2009.

he Water Services Regulation
Authority (or Ofwat as it is
known) is the economic regulator
for the water and sewerage
industries in England and Wales. It
was set up in 1989 when the
industry was privatised, with
duties to protect customers and
secure that the privatised companies could finance their functions.
In the years since privatisation
Ofwat has set price limits on a
five-year cycle, using an RPI-X
style of regulation. The regulator
has given the use of statistical
comparisons (or ‘comparative
competition’) a prominent role in
setting assumptions about the
expenditure needs of companies.
Some commentators have suggested
that RPI-X regulation is best suited to
'asset sweating', driving out efficiencies
in recently-privatised utilities, and
argue that it is less well-suited to
meeting the infrastructure and
investment challenges of the future.
Perhaps there is something in this, but
over the past few years there has
been increasing emphasis on asset
management planning in the
regulation of the water and sewerage
sectors in England and Wales.
In the first two price reviews carried
out by Ofwat in 1994 and 1999, the
regulator’s assessment of the capital
investment needed to maintain assets
(or ‘capital maintenance’) was heavily
influenced by backward-looking
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analysis of past levels of expenditure.
This analysis was supported by
assessment of trends in asset serviceability and performance, to reach a
view on whether a change to the rate
of investment in capital maintenance
was justified.
However, Ofwat’s approach was
strongly criticised following the 1999
price review. For example, the
Environmental Audit Committee of
the House of Commons accused
Ofwat of 'intellectual neglect' in its
approach to capital maintenance and
identified a need for a more forwardlooking approach.
Ofwat itself felt that the industry had
failed to make the business case for
changes to the level of expenditure on
maintaining their assets, and had not set
out an economic analysis. In 2000,
Ofwat published an open letter
(MD161, in its series of open letters to
managing directors) challenging the
industry to develop more systematic
economic appraisals of how the flow
of services to customers can be
maintained at least cost.
Development of the
'common framework'
The shared desire to adopt an improved
and forward-looking approach to
capital maintenance planning was
reflected in a joint research project to
develop a coherent intellectual
approach to estimating asset
maintenance activity and expenditure
WATER ASSET MANAGEMENT INTERNATIONAL • 3.1 - MARCH 2007 • 5
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Head of Capital Maintenance
Ofwat
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requirements. UK Water Industry
Research (UKWIR) managed the
project with participation from the
industry and the main sector
regulators (Ofwat, the Environment
Agency and the Drinking Water
Inspectorate).The project resulted in
the development of the capital
maintenance planning common
framework – or as it has become
known, the 'common framework'.
The common framework was
explicitly focused around service to
customers (and more broadly to the
environment). Companies would need
to measure and forecast service
through using robust data on assets and
serviceability indicators.The common
framework advocated three broad
stages of analysis to underpin capital
maintenance planning:
● historical analysis – of levels of
expenditure, activity and trends in
serviceability indicators
● forward looking analysis – service
and cost forecasting to support the
selection of an optimised mix of
interventions to maintain service
● compare and explain – validate
historic and forward-looking
analysis, including the scope for
future efficiency.
At the heart of the common
framework were the concepts of
probability and consequence of asset
failures.The case for asset management
interventions such as refurbishment or

IMPROVING AM PLANNING IN THE ENGLAND & WALES WATER INDUSTRY: A REGULATOR’S PERSPECTIVE

Company Banding

Factor applied to
expenditure ‘uplift’
( excluding exceptional items)
Numbers of sub-services
assessed in each category
(total 64)

Leading

Intermediate

A

Above
intermediate
B

100%

5

replacement was not about replacing
old assets, but about reducing customer
risks in terms of these two variables.
Ofwat's use of the common
framework in 2004
A range of stakeholders broadly
welcomed the common framework as a
significant step forward towards a more
coherent and customer-focused
approach to asset maintenance. Ofwat
encouraged the industry to take up the
common framework in developing
their business plans for the 2004 review.
Indeed Ofwat's own methodology
for challenging and assessing company
business plans leant heavily on the ideas
developed in the common framework.
In particular, Ofwat assessed the quality
of each company's forward-looking
analysis by reference to 'common
framework' principles.
In doing this Ofwat used a suite of
18 criteria to structure its assessment,
using a scoring system to place each
company in one of five bands
according to the quality of analysis
presented.The assessment was carried
out at 'sub-service' level, that is,
separately for above and below-ground
assets for water and wastewater services.
Table 1 summarises the outcome of this
assessment.
This assessment was used to drive
regulatory assumptions about the level
of capital maintenance expenditure. In
broad terms, Ofwat used the scoring
and banding to assess the strength of
the case for a change in historic
patterns of expenditure for each
sub-service. If a company's approach
was assessed as 'leading', this implied a
high degree of confidence in the
quality of the business case for that
sub-service, and Ofwat allowed the
company's view of the required
expenditure uplift to flow through to
the next stage of regulatory challenge.
Lower bandings implied lower levels
of regulatory confidence, and a
proportionately greater degree of
regulatory challenge applied to the
expenditure uplift sought.
The overall outcome at the 2004
periodic review was a 22% increase
in real terms to the level of capital
maintenance expenditure financed

Trailing

C

Below
intermediate
D

75%

50%

25%

0%

22

29

7

1

in price limits set by Ofwat, by
comparison with the 1999 settlement.
This reflected a greater degree of
regulatory comfort around the quality
of the case made by companies, alongside long-running concerns about the
level of investment in maintaining the
basic integrity of ageing asset systems.
Ofwat had always been reluctant to
accept age-based justifications for
higher expenditure, arguing that the
focus should be on the serviceability,
rather than the age of assets.The
common framework incorporated
explicit recognition of this, requiring
the case for investment to be
evidence-based, around analysis of risks
and consequences to service associated
with asset deterioration.
Reviewing the 2004 experience
Soon after the 2004 period review was
concluded, a review of the experience
with the common framework was set
up with the following key aims:
● to undertake a strategic review of the
application of the common frame
work in the context of the 2004
periodic review and future
long-term requirements for
capital maintenance
● to identify successful analytical
approaches used in PR04, problems
encountered and issues arising from
the perspective of both the water
companies and the regulator
● to examine the process of application
(by companies) and assessment (by
the regulator) and propose how these
two can be developed to integrate
more fully with normal business
planning rather than as a one-off
exercise for the periodic review.
This was a timely initiative, enabling
lessons to be learnt in time for
companies and Ofwat to formulate
considered responses before the 2009
periodic review. Key points from the
project included:
● consensus that the common frame
work had been a step forward in
improving the quality of asset
management planning in the industry
● the need for the common frame
work to be 'mainstreamed' into
business planning and corporate

E

Table 1
Ofwat's 2004
assessment of
companies'
application of
the common
framework.

objectives, and not to be viewed as a
regulatory requirement
● emphasis on the need for good
quality analysis and service
modelling to underlie planning
● the need for more challenge to
historic levels of expenditure
Ofwat participated in the review
project, and has since developed its
policy positioning in a number of
significant ways. Firstly, Ofwat
published some clear statements of
principle.The timing was significant,
in that it came early in the review
cycle, signalling the regulator's
expectation that companies would
continue to press ahead in improving
the asset management planning data
and practices well ahead of the
business plan submissions for the 2009
periodic review.
Secondly, Ofwat signalled a change
in its approach to companies with
adverse trends in serviceability.
Previously, adverse serviceability trends
had, in themselves, been taken as a
signal of a need for increased levels of
capital maintenance.This had been
reflected in the regulatory approach to
expenditure assumptions in setting
price limits, with an 'automatic' uplift
built into the calculation.
Ofwat signalled unease that this
approach could, perversely, reward
poor performers.The advent of the
common framework now required to
companies to consider how they were
assessing and targeting maintenance
interventions.This involved a
recognition that a company may be
spending enough, but simply lack the
quality of data or asset management
analysis to be able to target investment
effectively.
So Ofwat stated in MD212 (one
of its open letters to Managing
Directors): 'We have established
financial mechanisms at periodic
reviews to take account of any failures
to deliver regulatory outputs.Where
companies are unable to demonstrate
that they have delivered stable
serviceability according to the
timetable set out in their
determinations, our starting
presumption will be a shortfall in
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service delivery.The shortfall process
ensures that customers are not required
to pay for outputs that have not been
delivered by companies.'
Ofwat also launched an early
consultation around its approach to
capital maintenance.This considered
how to combine insights from various
pieces of evidence in reaching
judgements about capital investment
needs. In particular, it looked at how to
combine quantitative evidence, for
example from econometric modelling
of capital maintenance expenditure,
with qualitative insights from assessing
companies' asset management
planning processes.
Another question picked up in this
consultation was how to give
companies incentives to put together
challenging business plans that
genuinely aim at best value to
consumers over the long term.This
reflected an underlying concern that
Ofwat's 2004 approach, if repeated,
might induce a conservative bias in
forward planning, with companies
seeking uplifts in capital maintenance
expenditure.
The long-term sustainability agenda
The policy climate for asset
management in the water industry has
shifted significantly since the 2004
price review. Sustainability issues are
now at the forefront of policy-makers'
minds. Developments such as the
publication of Securing the future (a
revised UK sustainable development
strategy) in 2005 and the Stern review
of the economics of climate change in
2006 have greatly enhanced the
prominence of sustainability issues,
particularly around the carbon impacts
of lifestyle choices.
Ofwat itself has gained a new legal
duty to contribute to sustainable
development and has developed its
policy stance around its own specific
contribution. Prominent in this has
been an emphasis on securing value
'not just in the narrow sense of
customer bills, but also in the wider
sense of value to society, encompassing
the environment and the economy'.
This has resulted in a number of
significant policy shifts that are relevant
to asset management planning. In
terms of the price review cycle, Ofwat
has signalled the need for much greater
emphasis on placing the five-year
period for regulatory price-setting
within a longer term context.This
should allow companies to identify the
longer-term issues that they need to
respond to, and how their asset
management planning is shaping up to
deliver value over the long-term. From
an asset management perspective, a
long-term focus fits well with a focus
on long-term serviceability, and

ensuring that companies plan to
maintain serviceability over time.
In advance of the 2009 price review,
Ofwat has asked each company to
prepare a 'strategic direction statement'
setting out its long term vision for
delivering against consumer priorities
and environmental needs.These
statements will provide a basis for early
consultation and engagement with
stakeholders and should cover the
company's management and stewardship of assets, charging strategy and
approach to sustainability.This is seen
as a means of securing company
ownership and engagement with the
strategic agenda, and should provide a
platform for more prominence to be
given to long-term asset management.
Ofwat has also stressed the need for
more thorough analysis of the costs and
benefits of investment proposals. At the
2004 review, most companies applied
the common framework using a 'cost
effectiveness' planning objective,
whereby the analysis centred around
determining the most cost-effective
means of delivering a given level
of service.
In 2009, the implication is that
companies should also assess what level
of service is cost beneficial, in terms of
consumer preferences. Doing this
would strengthen the link between the
'technical' side of asset management
(service modelling and so on) and the
delivery of service to meet consumers'
priorities, including those that relate to
affordability. Ofwat's policy stance is
that current service levels and serviceability should be maintained, but that
companies can make a cost benefit case
for changes to levels of service.
At a more detailed level there is also
a range of initiatives to embed and
reinforce sound asset management
planning, both in the way the industry
approaches business planning and in
the way it is regulated. So, for example,
the industry and regulators have been
working together, through UKWIR,
on a new self-assessment framework
for asset management planning.This
will enable companies to assess their
own policies and practices, and
will inform Ofwat's approach to
challenging company business plans.
Ofwat is also reviewing its approach
to mains leakage target-setting,
including taking account of carbon
impacts. Other initiatives include
developing improved best practice
guides for long-term planning in the
sewerage service, and updating the
sewer rehabilitation manual to reflect
a risk based approach to service.
Conclusions
The water industry clearly needs to
demonstrate that it is responding
effectively to the long-term

sustainability challenges.The increased
prominence of these policy drivers
reinforces the need for the industry to
demonstrate sound asset management
planning practices to its stakeholders.
From a regulatory and public policy
perspective there is a clear need for a
degree of comfort around these issues,
ensuring that while the incentives
remain to drive out efficiency and
reduce costs, this is not at the expense
of future generations.
Progress is being made on a number
of fronts, both in terms of regulatory
policy and practice within the industry.
The concepts and tools of asset
management planning are set to be
central to delivering service and
value sustainably. ●
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ost articles relating the tale
of the rise of risk-based
investment planning and asset
management point back to the
acrimonious debate around
capital maintenance at the 1999
periodic review (PR99), with
accusations of ‘intellectual
neglect’ prompting the economic
regulator Ofwat to issue a letter to
water companies’ managing
directors (MD161, April 2000),
outlining the steps it saw as
essential in developing an
economic case for investment.
This led directly to the industry’s
collective formulation of using risk
to service (to customers and the
environment), not age and condition
per se, as the basis for investment
planning and asset management.This
approach was contained within the UK
Water Industry Research (UKWIR)
Common Framework (Capital
maintenance planning: a common
framework, UKWIR, May 2002).
Although some companies were
already using risk to guide their dayto-day business, many saw the 2004
periodic review (PR04) as providing
the first opportunity for both regulated
and regulator to apply a risk-based
process to determine investment levels
for whole programmes of work over a
medium-term timeframe.
In truth, various forms of risk-based
approach had been used in the UK
water industry over many years, some
pre-dating privatisation. Previous steps
in recognising risks included:

M

Wastewater services:
● final effluent consenting on a Monte
Carlo basis (recognising that the
probability of a given final effluent
flow/concentration combining with
a given river flow/concentration,
was best expressed as a distribution,
along with the distribution of the
consequence)
● urban pollution management
(UPM) standards – the return
period/duration/magnitude criteria

in UPM standards basically map
onto probability x duration x
consequence, being derived from
toxicological studies of impacts on
fish life (with safety factors)
● sludge quality control moved to a
HACCP basis along the same lines as
risk controls in the food industry

Water services:
● definition of the economic level of
leakage (ELL) presaged most of the
principles that feature in the
Common Framework, including
assessment of less tangible impacts
such as socio-environmental factors,
within a least-cost framework
In addition, the increasing use (from
AMP2 (1995) onwards) of optioneering as a pre-design phase in project
delivery ensured that construction
projects were focused on delivering the
required outputs at minimum cost. In
practice this led to a focus on the
specific needs raised, rather than
increasing longevity of service for the
asset base as a whole.This cost
effectiveness resulted in targeted
expenditure, but did not necessarily
give optimal whole life costs for
maintaining service.
While some of the wastewater
methods were mainly applied to
assessing investments for individual
projects to meet individual needs in an
optioneering context, there were some
examples at PR99 of companies
applying UPM to successfully justify
investment for non-statutory quality
and supply/demand programmes.
More significantly, the ELL methodology had already been applied within
PR99 by most companies, to provide
support for investment in their water
supply/demand programmes.
The ELL method was influential in
the thinking behind the Common
Framework, particularly the elements
of least whole life cost (including
timing of investment and discounting)
and cost-benefit assessment. At PR04,
most companies focussed on capital

costs, with little demonstration of
operational cost effects. Similarly,
nearly all companies opted for the
cost-effective (least cost) objective of
the Common Framework rather than
the cost-benefit (best value) objective.
As well as these two near universal
gaps across the industry, there was an
absence of uncertainty analysis to
demonstrate an understanding of how
data and information quality might
affect the outcomes of investment
and the likelihood that particular
objectives would be achieved through
that investment.
Application and development of
risk-based asset management in
Thames Water
Past use of risk approaches in
Thames Water
In AMP2,Thames developed a
prioritisation tool for capital
investment delivery which, had it been
more directly engaged with a wider set
of business users, would have been
markedly ahead of its time.This
included delivery against pre-defined
business targets in the following
categories:
● legal and regulation
● customer impact
● company image
● environment
● group commercial potential
● value for money
● investment payback
● source of funding
● likelihood of failure
● consequences of failure
Similarly, at PR99 Thames undertook
customer research that was as good as
any in the industry in terms of
establishing customers’ willingness to
pay a range of bills associated with a
range of levels of service.
In 2001,Thames’ work on network
asset performance modelling received
the Operational Research Society
President’s Medal, a lead that others
followed in obtaining peer review.
In PR04,Thames made reference to
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existing operational risk registers,
which were business-as-usual tools
used routinely to prioritise reactive
maintenance against achieving defined
business objectives. Further, the use of
risk modelling for trunk mains in the
PR04 business plan was independently
reviewed as being leading edge.
In developing Thames’ investment
planning and asset management
capabilities, it has always been our
intent to build on existing practice
(be that systems or processes) where at
all possible.
In 2004,Thames began a process of
business change, under the banner of
StepUK, to understand and drive the
changes in processes, systems and
people required to transform the
business in several streams of activity.
One of these was the asset lifecycle
stream. An example of one aspect of
the AL Vision is shown in Figure 1.
In late 2005, a team began to put a
range of projects together to execute
and deliver the Asset Lifecycle Vision.
Throughout several iterations of
business challenge, including dealing
with drought and a sales process, this
programme of work has been given the
highest priority of ‘business critical’
and continues to receive a very high
degree of scrutiny from Thames’ senior
management team.

Figure 1
StepUK Asset
Lifecyle vision for
Strategy &
Planning.

Delivering the Asset Lifecycle Vision
Components and precursors
Table 1 shows the components of the
Thames approach, and the precursors
to each of these, if appropriate. Figure 2

Risk Framework

Table 1
Components of Risk
Based Asset
Management

shows the overall cycle that has been, or
is being further developed in Thames
Water.

● possible (within five years)
● probable (within two years)
● almost certain (within one year)

Risk framework
Our risk measures align to both
business drivers and service to
customers and the environment.These
have their origins in the criteria
contained in the operational risk
registers (ORR).
The ORR had five categories of
likelihood and eight of consequence.
Likelihood categories were:
● improbable (within 25 years)
● remote (within 10 years)

Consequence categories (of varying
magnitude) were:
● customer impact (number of
properties, customers)
● regulatory/governmental action
● media attention/PR
● compliance failure

pre-2005

current

• Ops heatmap categories

Agreed 5x5 severity & consequences scales;

• Probability

• Water/wastewater not common

Still within an Ops heatmap method

• Severity

• qualitative

for risk escalation

• Quantity

• largely problems not risks

Risk analysis

• Ops heatmap categories

Common methods across water/wastewater;

• Probability

• Water/wastewater

• infrastructure modelling tool

• Severity

• mostly qualitative

• Quantity

• trunk mains modelling of
severity and quantity

Risk Register
Costed Interventions
Register

• Ops risk register

(probability & severity)
• Relex non-infra FMEA & reliability tool
• trunk sewers as well as mains
Asset Planning System;

• standalone

• enterprise-wide

• engineering estimating system

• subsumes Ops risk register

(EES) primarily for Programme
Delivery Optioneering

• holds problems, risks, needs, solutions,
costs, post-solution risks

Portfolios via Optimisation
• existed briefly, more prioritisation Investment Management System;
inc. constraints & weightings than optimisation; not used for • enterprise-wide
• Business
• Customer

developing an AMP
• customer valuation not
formally applied

• uses APS outputs with customer
&/or business weightings & constraints
• produces investment scenarios to
meet defined portfolios

System links to live
programmes of work
(capex, opex)

Not present

Not dynamic links, more via
business process

This has been modified for the
forward-looking assessment of risk of
asset and service failure in the Asset
Planning System (APS).We define
risk as:
severity x quantity x probability
of asset failure leading to
impact £ consequence attributes
x frequency of asset
failure/year £ probability attribute
This ensures that we represent the
reality that not every failure of an asset
results in service failure, and an asset
failure can result in several types of
impact, each with a different chance of
occurrence.
The consequence categories in APS
are shown in Table 2.
These consequence categories have
been deliberately designed to allow
us to assign weights that either the
business has derived for itself, or which
have come from customer valuations
through choice experiments, both of
which are held in the investment
management system (IMS – see
below).
Forecasting over a time period of 25
years of frequency of asset failure can
be either by human judgement, or by
means of forecasting tools embedded in
APS (see below). Similarly, estimating
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Figure 2
Current risk-based
investment
planning, tools and
processes.

the probability of an asset failure
resulting in a service consequence can
be derived from an expert’s judgement
or via the Relex reliability model
(see below).
The asset planning system (APS) is
the core of our approach, and is a
web-based system for use across the
company. It holds and reports
assessments of current levels of risk
against various levels in the asset
hierarchy as appropriate to the risk
being considered (for example, pipe
or pump, through to supply zone,
catchment, or geographic area, or up to
company level).
The information items being held in
APS for use by the operational business
or for IMS optimisation include failure
information – for instance, reference
numbers, asset reference numbers and
locations; probability, severity, quantity
and frequency of failure now and over a
25-year period pre-solution;
interdependencies with other risks
and solutions; and organisational and
geo-political tags.
Other information items include
solution information such as failure and
asset reference numbers; solution
references; investment categories;
post-solution risk attributes (P, S, Q, F);
interdependencies with other solutions
and risks;‘must do’ attribute; start/end
dates; outputs and activities (such as

As an example, the application of
confidence categories in our planning
approach breaks information into:
● modelling of probability and severity
(including base data)
Wastewater

Unplanned interruptions

Internal flooding from sewers

Low pressure

External flooding from sewers

Water quality (microbiological/chemical)

Intermittent discharge compliance

Water quality (aesthetic)

Effluent quality compliance

Leakage

Treated flow compliance

Security of supply

Pollution incidents

Internal flooding from mains

Sludge quality / disposal route

External flooding from mains

Incinerator performance

Pollution incidents
Common across services:
nuisance (noise, odour, traffic disruption); health and safety; statutory compliance

Graphically, uncertainty will be
handled as ‘noise’ around estimates of
risk positions (see Figure 4).This can
be used by IMS as both a filter on types
of risks and solutions (for example,
it may only include in a snapshot
solutions of a particular level of
confidence), or as a data item to feature
in the optimisation (for instance, it may
use the expected value of the benefit
rather than a fixed value).
Investment management system
(IMS)
To some extent, the functionality of
IMS is the most straightforward,
although it is highly dependent on
information received from sources
‘upstream’ in the process.The purpose
of IMS is to either deliver a specified
reward for the least cost, or to deliver
the maximum reward within a given
budget. Chief among the ‘upstream’
sources are:
● risk and cost information – from
the APS
● business weightings and constraints
– from the executive management
team
● customers’ valuations and
preferences – from stated preference
choice experiments (‘willingness
to pay’)

properties and pipe lengths).
There is also financial information
for each solution such as the
capex/opex split; investment
allocations; discount rates; and inflation
indices.
In addition to holding information
items such as those listed above, which
allow IMS to run cost-effective or costbenefit scenarios, APS has these key
attributes:
● confidence categories: to allow
uncertainty modelling
● links to Infrastructure Tool: this
allows quantitative modelling of
below-ground asset likelihoods
of failure
● links to Relex: a reliability software
tool that captures Failure Mode
Effect Analysis survey information
and quantifies the probability of asset
failure resulting in service impact
● links to the Engineering Estimation
System (EES): this provides trans
parency between the basis for the
costs used in both the investment
planning and capital delivery
processes, along with the ability to
track efficiency and outperformance

Water

● solution cost estimation
● solution effectiveness
● solution deliverability

Table 2
Consequence
categories in APS.

IMS calls a ‘snapshot’ of information
through from APS, with the ability to
apply filters to what comes in. One
example was given above of using
information confidence as a filter
criterion; other examples might be to
use risk thresholds, time horizons or
investment types. Each snapshot
consists of the relevant risks, associated
solutions and costs, and the associated
EES cost models.
Once a snapshot has been received,
IMS can then apply business weights
or customer valuations to use as the
basis for the ‘reward’ provided by every
solution within the snapshot. It is fairly
simple to see how this would then
form the basis for a simple
prioritisation based on ‘bang per buck’
of each solution.
However, the complexity of
optimisation (compared with
prioritisation) lies in the application
of constraints, or targets, to a given
snapshot and set of weights. In some
sense, once any constraints are applied,
the resultant selection of solutions or
actions in a portfolio is sub-optimal
compared to an entirely unconstrained
selection.
Consequently, changing constraints
(such as levels of service or spend
profile) will not simply result in the
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‘cut-off line’ being drawn at a different
place in a list of ranked solutions, but
can result in significantly different
selections of the solutions in the
portfolio. Consequently, the
investment planners have to learn
a new discipline of understanding
the effects of what may seem small
changes to constraints, weights or
preferences, and communicate this
to the wider business.
The ability to apply constraints
within investment scenarios to
generate potential portfolios is only
limited by the information upstream
of IMS.We intend, for instance, to
understand what a portfolio would
look like which met compound
constraints of <level capex profile> by
<operational area> to achieve
<minimum flooding performance
level of service X> and <minimum
security of supply service level Y>.
In theory, we could use customer
valuations segmented from sociallydisadvantaged groups as the basis for
customer valuations if we wanted to
explore affordability constraints. As
meter penetration increases, it would
be feasible to start to understand the
implications of differential levels of
service down to high levels of spatial
resolution.These are things for the
future that we should start to consider
now, to inform the industry as a whole.
Organisational capability – people
and business processes
In addition to developing the systems
outlined above, we have from the
outset understood that achieving
business change is a tripartite approach
requiring people, systems and processes
if it is to be successful.To some degree,
the systems are the least difficult aspects
of change.
As part of StepUK, a significant
amount of time was spent in defining
business processes, both ‘as is’ and ‘to
be’.This has been built upon in d
eveloping the risk-based asset
management approach in Thames.
Examples of altered or new processes
resulting from this are:
● risk identification and approval

Figure 4
Representing
uncertainty in
investment
planning.

● uncertainty banding
● solution costing and approval
● portfolio selection and agreement
● interaction with the live programme

Figure 3
Operational Risk
Register likelihood/
consequence
categories.

Each of these could be the subject of a
paper in its own right. If we take item
three above as an example, it clearly
cuts across functions within Thames
Water and other companies that
historically have been separated in
time, that is, there is a planning
function that estimates costs for
planning purposes and a capital
delivery function that develops costs
for solution optioneering and delivery.
The people aspects are significant.
Our approach requires an even closer
working relationship, with a need to
move from understanding costing of
options and cost-effectiveness to
address a particular need at a project
level, to seeing how a need may depend
on others and their associated
solutions, in the context of
programmes of work trading off
different levels of service benefit,
investment and operational risks.
In the past, it has been possible for
much of this to be undertaken by
experienced individuals on an ad hoc
basis, because they have been working
on priorities within separate
programmes such as flooding or
environmental schemes. Now, with an
ageing workforce and experience
leaving the industry, companies are
looking to maximise value for money
for customers by making decisions
across all types of investment at the
same time.
To do this means moving to more
structured and formal assessments of
risk and associated investment requirements. The approach has led to a
number of challenging issues arising,
some of which are set out below:
● Is day to day running of
deterioration models an operational
function, as operations provide the
data to update the models, or a
strategic planning function?

● A ‘business as usual’ approach
requires data, systems, people and
processes to be aligned.
Simultaneous change in all four areas
is a tremendous challenge.
Incremental change reduces risk, but
significantly reduces the benefit of
the changes until all of the aspects
are in place. It is important that the
benefits of change are seen early, to
encourage the business on its path.
● Piloting change is difficult when
organisations have strict expenditure
controls, as the benefits are hard to
define at the outset. Hard
specifications are difficult to establish
in a vacuum when dealing with
complex interfaces between business
process and data. A compromise has
to be made between financial
efficiency and project effectiveness.
Paradoxically, while we are attempting
to provide improved systems to enable
this to happen, these are after all just
decision support systems, not decision
making systems.These are an attempt
to free people’s time from the minutiae
of analysis to allow them to focus on
making better, more transparent
decisions. At the end of all this, we do
not have a ‘computer says no’ situation:
accountability will always remain with
a company’s people. ●
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ince the English and Welsh
Water industry was privatised
nearly two decades ago,
enormous efficiency and quality
improvements have been delivered
to customers. However, the major
operational efficiency gains
possible immediately after
privatisation have now been
realised. There are efficiency
opportunities remaining, as
there are in any industry, but these
are incremental rather than
transformational opportunities.
For example, the greater but more
intelligent use of partners and the
need for better leadership and
management offer great potential
for some companies but only
some advantage for the industry
as a whole.
Notwithstanding the gains already
made there are two remaining areas
where transformational change and
efficiency gains are possible.These
areas are:
● improved customer service.
Customers require and deserve
better billing, more efficient problem
resolution, more information, more
convenient appointment times and
many other features.This subject area
is not the focus of this article
● improving asset service and capital
efficiency and regulatory transparency
through the introduction of ‘world
class asset management’.This means
understanding quantitatively where
risk, value and cost lie and being able
to demonstrate this to customers,
regulators and water company
directors. In doing so, Ofwat’s
requirements for the introduction of
the Common Framework are also
wholly satisfied.

S

It would be simplistic to suggest
both these areas for transformational
efficiency gains are separate. However
they do each require a different focus if
they are to be successfully adopted.
In this article I explore the need for

‘world class asset management’. In
particular, I explore the benefits for
customers, regulators, the boards of
water companies and the staff who
have to breathe life into these new
approaches. I also look at some of the
tools that the industry and regulators
are developing to help deployment and
measure competence.
What is world-class
asset management
Where world-class asset management
has been implemented, the board
directs the company’s approach by
deciding on policy issues. Managers
can then work within those policy
constraints to deliver the right
outcomes.This means managers and
engineers need good quality asset
condition and performance data,
deterioration curves and
modelling capabilities.
This approach also requires boards to
decide policy with one ear open, and to
be prepared to make adjustments if
necessary.This allows the business to
rely less on the experience of an expert
and more on facts.This does not mean
that in the future we will not have a
need for our experienced engineers.
The reality is, we never have enough
really experienced people in our
businesses to make all the specialised
decisions being made daily throughout
our businesses.
Furthermore, within the UK utility
industries - given the shortage of
technical graduates and the fact that
95% of our ‘top experts’ may retire in
the next 10 years - the way forward
becomes compelling.We need to make
better use of these people, and give
them the information and training so
their experience can be applied to all
decisions of a particular type being
made throughout the company today
and in the future.
Companies that have successfully
developed this approach have found
corporate values, behaviours, leadership
and culture have become critical.The

responsible pursuit of safety, customer
service, value for money and efficiency
needs to be deeply engrained and only
those people who live and work by
these values should be holding
positions of authority.
However, on a pragmatic note,
world-class asset management will not
make conflict melt away. Directors and
managers should and will always
require further cost savings or
performance improvements.
Conversely, engineers and managers
should also not seek to ‘own the
best-ever train set’. Indeed in a
world-class asset management world,
managers and directors should find it
more difficult to promote overinvestment in pet projects.
The introduction of world-class
asset management can give the UK
water industry terrific benefits.There
are three key dimensions, which are:

Governance
The BP Texas refinery accident and
the Hatfield rail crash enquiries
established beyond doubt the
imperative for directors and managers
to be setting policy and not leaving
well-meaning engineers to assume
responsibility for any unwelcome
outcomes, such as failed projects or
fatalities.World-class asset
management does that.
Efficiency
Using real facts and details of asset
condition and serviceability to
determine future investment is
proving effective in increasing capital
efficiency. In one case, an investment
of £109,000 in asset data allowed the
NPV of an element of an investment
programme for UU’s electricity
network utility (the HV wood pole
replacement programme) to be
reduced by £850,000.
Politics
Finally, and most critically, in the
regulated industries we have to
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remember our regulators have their
own challenges. After they have
challenged their regulated utilities,
they in turn have to persuade the
Treasury that their proposals are
thorough and rigorous. Money spent
maintaining the privatised utilities’
infrastructure is therefore not available
for schools and hospitals.This is a
difficult political message to
communicate and explains Ofwat’s
requirement that the ‘common framework’ (which relies on key elements of
world-class asset management) will be
a requirement for the water industry’s
2009 price review.
In leading aerospace, petro-chemical,
processing and manufacturing
businesses, where typically high
value-added compact processes are
behaving in a predictable manner and
information is cheap and plentiful, the
principles behind world-class asset
management are established. However,
introducing these approaches into
utilities is hard. Utility Equipment is
often old and poorly-documented, and
there can be between 20 to 200 year
gaps in maintenance records.
As I discuss later, a number of
historical and engineering realities
mean the problems of implementing
world-class asset management into the
water and wastewater industry are
substantial. However this also
represents an unrealised opportunity
for further efficiency.This approach has
also become a requirement for UK
water utilities as demonstrated by
Ofwat’s sponsorship of the ‘common
framework’, and a requirement that
this approach should be used for the
UK water industry’s 2009
regulatory review.
To summarise, the challenges for the
utility industry are tough but varied.
Figure 1 represents the capabilities of
the different UK utilities.
In order to understand the problems
that will be faced in the future by the
UK water industry, it is helpful to look
at its past.
The history of the water industry
In more developed countries the
utilities have a long history, but it is
helpful to look at the differences
between them.The introduction of the
UK gas network in the early 20th
century and its subsequent conversion
from ‘town’ gas to ‘natural’ gas caused
an engineering challenge for the
industry that few can appreciate.
Rather than generating gas from local
‘gas plants’, the network had to be
reconfigured to accept methane,
principally from the North sea.
Accordingly, by the 1970s, the gas
utility industry had become one of
transmission and distribution.
However, the relatively recent

Figure 1
Utility industry
asset management
capability is
variable.

re-engineering of the network and the
acute health and safety issues relating to
explosive gas distribution throughout
urban Britain has been a rigorous
driver to document equipment
conditions, location and serviceability.
The electricity industry followed on
the heels of gas, with the introduction
of initially local distribution between
1910 and 1930.This was followed, after
the Second World War, by a national
distribution network.There was
substantial investment between 1950
and 1970, with the growth in electricity
demand and a strong focus on
standardisation driven by electricity
appliance constraints and a strong local
manufacturing base. Again a relatively
new network, some of which is
overhead and readily available for
inspection teamed with a strong health
and safety driver to avoid cable strikes,
means equipment records are good.
In the UK, the water and wastewater
industries were established 175 years
ago to address gross health problems. It
is easy to forget that in the US only 100
years ago there were 25,000 deaths
each year from typhoid alone.
Following the introduction of basic
drainage and water supplies, the
industrialised world has been
characterised by several generations

of maintenance neglect and an
extraordinary level of fragmentation.
In 1915 it is estimated there were 2,160
water undertakings in England and
Wales, all with their own approaches,
favourite suppliers and styles of
operation. Even after 50 years of
consolidation, by 1963 there were still
179 water boards, authorities or
privately-owned companies managing
a patchwork of different treatment
facilities and networks. Few records of
old assets are under version control, and
thus are worthless.
A second challenge that makes
predictions of future asset performance,
compliance and investment
requirements difficult is their
inherently high degree of chaos.Water
treatment is largely a physical and
chemical process.This means a 10ºC
drop in temperature halves capacity.
Wastewater treatment uses biological
processes in which trace levels of toxins
such as phenolics can cause a thousandfold reduction in capacity. Climate is
also important to these processes. A
sharp frost can cause sewage
denitrification to stop, and the
increasing incidence of localised heavy
urban rain and reductions in rainfall
over a number of catchment areas all
make planning difficult.

Figure 2
Accenture Asset
Management Model.
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Over the last 20 years, the high levels
of investment of around £3 billion a
year have resulted in many new,
improved treatment processes using
broadly similar techniques and
equipment. However, much of this
more recent investment is in
instrumentation and mechanical and
electrical processes which have a much
shorter life span and are starting to
need replacement. It should be noted
that even recent investment rates in the
water industry represent only a fraction
of a percent of the replacement cost of
the industry as a whole.
However, the growing value of new
shorter-life assets, the growing
criticality of processes as a result of
higher regulatory and environmental
standards, and improvements in
computing and modelling capabilities
means the water industry is becoming
better able to predict future trends in
asset performance.
The water industry challenge for
2007 to 2035
Better asset management requires good
asset and cost data. UU has introduced
a nine-level asset hierarchy that has
sufficient structure to enable the key
asset criticality, condition, location,
regulatory status and performance data
to be captured.This structure has been
replicated in our unit cost databases and
our process plant performance systems.
Over the next 10 years, all new systems
will tie into our asset register at ‘grass
roots’ level, but will also report into a
data warehouse layer that is being
extended to allow data handling,
analysis and reporting.
However, important as this ‘house-

keeping’ is, and despite the exciting
developments, a practical and
commercial approach is essential.The
cost of maintaining data and the
volumes needed for complex
modelling means some systems, particularly those impacted by climate, may
not be able to be accurately modelled
at an affordable cost.
Self-awareness is useful for establishing a culture of self-improvement in all
the key areas of data collection, policy
formulation, cost management and
investment modelling.There are a
number of useful models available to
benchmark capabilities in all the key
areas. Accenture introduced a model
several years ago that is excellent in
its design and simplicity, and this has
been used by UU for several years.
It identifies five main areas for
competence as detailed in Figure 2,
above, and its special feature is that
it is easy to understand and its
organisational design can be aligned
with the model.
As in many of the best asset
management models, each of the five
areas is divided into typically four to 10
sub-themes, each of which describes an
activity, and four descriptions of
capability (basic, intermediate,
advanced and leading) to reflect
increasing competence. It is unlikely
any business needs to be ‘advanced’ in
all areas, but identifying areas of
particular weakness and addressing
those issues is key to improving
confidence and the cost-effectiveness
of asset management planning systems.
Accenture has now updated this model
significantly, and while the new model
is much more complex it has the major

Figure 3
BSI PAS 55 - how is it structured?

Figure 4
The UKWIR/Ofwat
asset management
model, in the final
stages of
development.

advantage of bringing most key utility
competencies into one model.This is
invaluable, as managing the gaps
between initiatives and
departments is more important than
creating centres of excellence.
Another important model is the
BSI’s PASS 55, which was developed
by the Institute of Asset Management.
This model is gaining broad support
throughout Europe and has been
adopted by Ofgem as a tool for
establishing the capabilities of the gas
and electricity utilities it regulates in
the UK.
Another recent and highly
significant model is the
UKWIR/Ofwat model. Following
Ofwat’s official MD 161 letter in
April 2000, which established the
requirement for a ‘common
framework’ approach to the 2009
regulatory review for the water and
wastewater utilities it regulates in the
UK, this model is in the final stages of
development.
Each of the nine high-level areas of
the UKWIR model shown in Figure 4
has a number of ‘components’ which
in turn have several ‘criteria’. In total
there are about 130 criteria, each of
which has a generic definition of the
types of measures of capability
that Ofwat would expect a leading
company to have used to prepare an
acceptable price review proposal.
All these models allow capabilities
to be measured and improvements
planned. However, if we ask ourselves
the following simple questions it is
possible to imagine the gap between
our current capabilities and the
ideal company:
● do we all share the same values and
culture, and are we satisfied they are
the right ones?
● if we had an extra £1 to spend,
would we know where it was
best used? ●
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cottish Water was created in
April 2002. It inherited the
assets and investment
programmes of the three former
water authorities in Scotland,
which themselves were created
in 1996.
With a turnover of almost £1 billion
per annum and employing 3700
employees, Scottish Water supplies a
total population in excess of five
million and covers an area of over
80,000km2, covering the whole of
mainland Scotland and a large number
of the surrounding islands.
For many years, the water industry in
Scotland had spent less on water and
sewerage services than it should have
done. Consequently, the focus from
1996 to 2002 was on improving the
water and wastewater systems to
improve their compliance with
modern standards for the quality of
drinking water and discharges to the
environment.This improvement was
recognised by customers as the priority
for investment, even if it meant prices
rising significantly.
From 2002, the focus has been on
improving the efficiency with which
the services are delivered to customers,
as well as investing at an unprecedented
rate, the highest ever in Scotland, to
continue the environmental and
drinking water quality improvements.
Scottish Water currently operates in
excess of 300 water treatment plants
and almost 2000 wastewater treatment
plants, dispersed over a large
geographical area, with many of our
assets located on remote islands. Due to
the diverse nature of our assets and
their geographical spread, the
prioritisation of capital expenditure on
these assets, along with their day to day
operation requires very different ways
of working to that of many of the other
water companies in the UK.

S

The key elements of our asset
management system
Since the formation of Scottish Water,
the goal of developing our asset
management system has been that of
meeting the required level of service in
the most cost effective manner.This has
required the creation, maintenance,
operation, rehabilitation and disposal of
assets and to enable this we have
considered the following elements of
our system:
● adopting a life cycle approach
● developing cost-effective long term
policies and strategies
● providing a defined level of service
and monitoring performance
against this
● managing risks associated with
asset failures
● the sustainable use of
physical resources
● always looking for continuous
improvement in all areas of
asset management
We have been progressing our
approach in all of these areas and have
been through several iterations as
methodologies are developed, applied
and then further developed. More
recently we have been using a
nationally-recognised approach to
assessing the gaps and hence areas for
improvement in the asset management
system.The BSI PAS 55 was
developed in response to the industry’s
need for a standardised approach to
carrying out asset management and as
such it identifies what is agreed good
practice in this area.
In the past year Scottish Water have
been actively involved in an Institute of
Asset Management project aimed at
the development of a standard
assessment methodology by which
companies can assess their capability
across the 21 elements of PAS 55. In

addition to allowing organisations to
track improvements in their own asset
management system, the methodology
also allows organisations to share and
compare their own capability with
others, either within the same industry
or across different industries, which is
an area of particular interest to
Scottish Water.
As part of the project, the
methodology was piloted in Scottish
Water and the planned further use of it
will allow Scottish Water to identify
both those areas where we are judged
to be beyond good practice and also
those areas where further work is
required.
In addition Scottish Water will also
be involved in the forthcoming review
of PAS 55, which will allow us to share
our experience of its use to date and
provide access to a large number of
other utility companies that are also
progressing towards PAS 55 compliance.
Within Scottish Water the approach
to asset management has not just been
about asset stewardship, but also
considering the performance
outcomes for customers and
stakeholders. In this way the focus has
moved away from purely considering
asset replacement or refurbishment
options, to assessing the optimum way
to achieve a required level of service.
An example of this may be working
with the customer to address
deficiencies in their own assets, if this
is a more sustainable solution overall.
Scottish Water has progressed all
elements of its asset management
system, including the review of asset
management policies to ensure
alignment with corporate objectives,
the development of long-term asset
strategies, and the rationalisation of
assets – for instance enabling the
closure of almost 100 water treatment
plants over the last five years. One area
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criticality assessment (FMECA)
approach. However, the north area,
with its prevalence of smaller supply
systems using simple treatments, had
undertaken very little in the way of
formal risk analysis or risk management processes and had, instead, largely
opted to live with these risks.
The formation of Scottish Water
required a national approach to asset
management, and in particular risk
management, to satisfy its corporate
governance obligations.This required
the development of an asset risk
register and a risk management toolkit,
which would facilitate a consistent
understanding of asset risks and
enable them to be scored using a
common currency.

24 works > 25 Ml/d

88 works 25 to 1 Ml/d

that Scottish has put significant effort
into is the development of its approach
to risk management and this topic is
covered in more detail in this article,
with a specific focus on the water
supply system.
Scottish Water’s asset base
There are currently 305 operational
water treatment works, which
together produce a daily distribution
input (DI) of 2,296Ml/d.While the
main source of the supply is upland
reservoirs, there are also examples of
most types of water sources in current
operational use.There are a total of 543
water sources, split as follows:
● 170 upland reservoirs (70% of DI)
● 55 lochs (2% of DI)
● 223 rivers and burns (25% of DI)
● 95 boreholes and springs (3% of DI)
The 305 water treatment works supply
239 water resource zones, (which is
over double the amount of such zones
in the whole of England and Wales).
Due to the large area that Scottish
Water services, there is in excess of
46,000km of water mains, 1500
service reservoirs and almost 600
network pumping stations, all which

193 works < 1 Ml/d

require operating and maintaining
within a defined budget.
In addition, with such a large number
of water treatment works constructed
over the last 150 years, most types of
water treatment process can be found
in Scotland, ranging from simple
disinfection to advanced membrane
technology at both large and small sites.
The distribution of the sizes of the
water treatment works stock is as
shown in Figure 1 and it can be seen
that by far the greatest proportion
are those supplying small rural
communities of less than 1Ml/d in size.

Figure 1
Distribution of
water treatment
works, by works
output.

Historic approaches to
risk management
Scottish Water was formed through the
amalgamation of three predecessor
regional entities covering the north,
west and east of the country. Each area
was funded separately and had different
approaches to asset management driven
by their differing needs at that time.
The east and west regions, with their
larger population centres, had placed
greater emphasis on formal risk analysis
and several source-to-tap water supply
risk assessments had been carried out
using the failure modes effects and

Figure 2
The Scottish Water
Asset Risk
Management
Hierarchy.

The asset management risk model
Scottish Water’s asset management risk
model is based around the pyramidal
hierarchy shown in Figure 2 below. At
the highest level of the organisation
there is a requirement to have a clear
view of the major threats and
opportunities that we are faced with.
As these corporate risks are typically
focused on one of the main corporate
impact bands – financial, operational,
reputational or harm – they can readily
be scored using a standard weighted
risk matrix.
However, the organisation’s ability
to act as a corporate body is built upon
the foundation of the large number of
individual assets that deliver frontline
levels of service. As asset managers,
there is a clear need to break down
these corporate risks and take a more
detailed view of the risks across
functional or geographical business
units, asset systems and the individual
assets that comprise these systems.
Understanding the levels of asset risk
on a consistent basis, providing means
to report these risks through the
business, and providing systems that
enable management decisions at the
appropriate level within the business
are regarded as cornerstones of the
ability to deliver improved levels
of service whilst meeting
efficiency targets.
Scottish Water’s solution has been
the development of a common
currency for evaluating asset risk and it
has continued the FMECA approach
as the tool of choice.This is used at
various levels of detail for investment
planning, source to tap risk studies and
risk-based maintenance planning.
Despite utilising a common scoring
system it quickly became apparent that
a simple asset risk register would not
hold the wealth of information that
was being collected in these studies. It
was therefore decided to develop a risk
management application that would
satisfy all of these requirements.This
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application has since become known as
Scottish Water Asset Risk
Manager (SWARM).
Risk evaluation system (CARES)
The ‘common currency of risk’ was
developed by evaluating the varying
levels of business impact associated
with asset failures and quantifying the
related costs.These costs are then
compared and an agreed scale of points
is deduced.These points provide a
non-linear, accumulative risk scoring
mechanism that is directly related to
actual physical consequence and
removes some of the subjectivity
associated with standard risk matrices.
The scoring system is known as the
customer/asset risk evaluation system
(CARES) and its use results in the
ability to prioritise and rank risk
numerically and derive relationships
between movement in risk with
movement in serviceability.
The FMECA approach was
originally trialled by Scottish Water in
an effort to devise a methodology for
prioritising risk management
interventions for individual water
supply systems.The long-term goal
was to use these to establish a
pan-Scotland view of water supply
risks to guide overall investment.
However, it became apparent that,
with a basic risk matrix approach, there
is a considerable loss in granularity,
which rapidly leads to grouping of
similar scores and loss of useful
prioritisation as can be seen in Figure
3.This problem was exacerbated when
system studies were merged to take the
wider geographical view.The
application of the CARES system,
with its measure of total risk and
higher degree of granularity, has
rectified this issue to a
considerable degree.
They key principle of CARES is
that the organisation incurs a ‘business
impact’ or ‘unplanned effort’ upon any
asset failure that generally reflects the
degree of impact of the failure on our
customers.This business impact is then
used to attribute non-linear scales of
risk points to increasing severities of
service impacts related to our assets
such as supply interruptions,
process-related water quality incidents,
health and safety and so on.
One risk point is approximately
equal to £1000 of business impact.The
overall effort is calculated under six
main headings:
● customer handling
● analysis and initial
operational response
● provision of alternative services
● clean-up and reinstatement
● reporting
● penalties

Figure 3
System FMECA
using risk matrix.

The next step is to compare the points
scores against a pairwise compared list
of selected service impacts to ensure
that the relative scales are consistent
with the corporate view of priorities.
Where necessary, a stakeholder
premium can be applied to adjust
the significance of appropriate
service impacts.
This approach allows relative
CARES points scales to be based upon
known company-specific procedures,
response plans and accompanying costs,
and creates a numerical weighting
system that can be audited and adjusted
with full visibility.The process has
allowed us to establish CARES scores
for water and wastewater assets that
have then been utilised through
variations on the FMECA process
applied at either system or individual
asset level for both water and
wastewater assets.
The overall CARES score for any
individual asset risk is the sum total of
all the relevant scores for each type of
service impact applicable to that risk.
For instance: total CARES impact =
supply interruption + reputation +
financial.
Risk is therefore calculated in
terms of CARES points per year by
multiplying the likelihood (percentage
chance per year) and the total CARES
impact score.
Embedding the Scottish Water Asset
Risk Manager (SWARM)
In the last two years the SWARM
system has been developed in-house
and has been in use, as a live corporate
system, since November 2005.The
Oracle-based application is available
through our corporate intranet site and
is fully accessible to all our asset

planning staff across the country.
The SWARM system contains the
following functionality:
● an asset navigator directly linked to
the corporate asset register
● a risk summary sheet for each asset
● standardised risk description pages
● asset failure to service impact linkage
through mandatory completion of
primary service failure, causal chain
and root cause
● a tick box risk scorer that translates
to customer/asset risk evaluation
system (CARES) risk points
● fully updatable CARES score tables
and global re-prioritisation function
● the ability to create off-line scenarios
based on CARES amendments
● facility to enter up to three
interventions against each risk
● ability to link one intervention to
address multiple risks
● summary view of all available
interventions on each asset
● selection of preferred interventions,
intervention type and status tracking
● generation of risk reduction curves
● manual creation of linear assets
(pipes) and system asset lists to create
source to tap FMECAs
● detailed reporting functionality to
extract and monitor programmes
of work
The application was rolled out through
a staged process of awareness sessions,
formal training sessions using the
software, follow-up troubleshooting
sessions and one-to-one coaching.The
main users are the asset planners –
approximately 70 – who are
responsible for the whole life management of the asset base.These users are
spread across the whole of the business
from Shetland to the Borders.
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The data entered into the system is
monitored by a small, independent
team of asset risk planners that verify
the logic of the risk description and
scoring, and refer any necessary
adjustments back to the asset planners.
The system has been embedded into
day-to-day working through the
development of a process for
promoting capital projects that makes
it mandatory for a SWARM entry to
accompany and justify any such
proposal.The users can extract data in a
common format using standardised
reports and provide this to our
engineering partners as risk-based
scoping for development of
appropriate solutions.
There are currently in excess of 5000
risks entered into the system covering
water and wastewater assets. As the
application is directly linked to the asset
register, the necessity to populate
SWARM has also driven considerable
improvements in asset data as any errors
in the data must be identified and
corrected before entering a risk in
SWARM.
The SWARM system scores water
quantity and quality risks using a
combination of impact severity and
population affected. It therefore makes
no specific distinction between a small
or large system but does, as a result,
favour the larger areas.We are driven
this way by our KPIs and the asset
performance methodologies that
promote the need to deliver value for
money through best risk reduction per
pound spent.
The majority of our small systems
are located in the north west of the
country and, on average, only 15% of
the top 100 risks are associated with
north western sites.
Interventions are selected based on
the magnitude of the risk that they
address but also on their cost effectiveness based on risk reduction per pound
spent. SWARM allows the planner to
specify capex or opex interventions
(such as electrical and mechanical
maintenance, operational procedure,
contingency plan and so on). Each
intervention requires the planner to
estimate the risk reduction achieved
and also the whole life cost of the
intervention. It therefore follows that
the interventions associated with the
larger systems tend to migrate to the
top of the prioritised capital
programme.
However, the SWARM process
requires periodic validation of the
prioritised list by area managers and
this enables substitution to take place,
whereby a selected group of small
system interventions may be promoted
at the expense of other projects.This
substitution is fully transparent and cost
neutral, in that projects that drop off

the list must equal the value of those
that are elevated. However, this process
is now informed rather than being
entirely based on subjective opinion.
Challenges ahead
Before the roll-out of SWARM the
organisation undertook an asset
management development programme
where all the asset management
planning staff received a training course
in basic risk management concepts.
This prepared the ground for the
roll-out of SWARM and began the
shift to a risk culture. SWARM has
built on this and driven risk
management into the everyday
language of the asset management staff.
However, there is clearly considerably
more to be done to ensure that the
business has an embedded risk culture.
One of the key challenges is
ensuring that the remote staff, who
manage many of the smaller systems,
are given the training, coaching and
support that the more centrally based
staff receive.This is difficult from a
logistical point of view, but must be
addressed to ensure a consistent
business-wide application of risk
management.
Although the asset planners are now
fully conversant with risk, Scottish
Water is still facing challenges in
communicating the same message to its
operational staff.These staff are faced
with considerable pressures to manage
operational costs, and these drivers can
often conflict with the longer-term
approach to risk management. Open
viewing access to SWARM has helped
to foster communication, but the
process must be continued through
further training and awareness sessions
in the future. Again, providing this in
the remote areas is a considerable
logistical problem due to the
geography of the country.
Senior management have played a
key role in transmitting and continually
reinforcing the risk management
message to staff, and awareness sessions
have recently been completed to
ensure that managers are aware of the
risk management processes being used,
particularly with regard to capital
maintenance.The SWARM approach
is now being extended to other areas of
the business such as IT. It is therefore
clear that asset management and tools
such as SWARM and drinking water
safety plans are key elements in driving
wider business change.
With regard to the further
continuous improvement of the
organisation’s wider asset management
system, the use of the PAS 55
assessment methodology will allow it
to assess the gaps and also to benchmark itself against other companies
both within and out with the water

industry, in the UK and internationally.
One area identified as part of the
PAS 55 assessment methodology pilot
study in Scottish Water was a review of
the asset management strategies, to
ensure that they are still consistent with
the asset management policy and the
organisational strategic plan.
This is one area that we will be
focussing on in the coming year, with
the aim of reviewing and, where
necessary, establishing 20 to 25
strategies for all of the main asset
groups.These strategies will then be
used to put the investment, required in
any one regulatory period, into the
context of a longer-term strategy.
In this way we need not be
constrained by the current four year
regulatory cycle in our thinking with
regard how we wish to develop our
assets.Whilst this type of strategy has
been the norm for areas like water
resource planning, we have started to
develop longer term strategies for
other areas, including how we are to
support national planning priorities
such as the regeneration of Glasgow.
While these strategies will never be
the definitive plans for the future
development of the assets, they should
provide sufficient evidence and an
appropriate range of scenarios that will
enable funding to be secured within a
regulatory period for objectives that
span a number of periods, which will
go some way in ensuring the longterm health of our assets. ●
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n the UK, Ofwat has set out clear
objectives, in its documents
MD161 (2000) and MD212 (2006),
for water companies to have riskbased investment plans for the
Price Review in 2009 (PR09 – for
investment period 2010 to 2015),
based on sound knowledge of their
assets. This is a major change from
previous price reviews, where
investment was largely based on
historical maintenance spend,
coupled with requirements from
other regulators such as the
Environment Agency and the

I

Parameter

Service impacts
Defining and understanding service
impacts is the first step in such asset
management strategies. In the UK,
Ofwat defines a number of service
level impacts such as sewer flooding,
pollution, collapse and compliance. In
addition other issues such as blockage,
frequent maintenance and
deterioration are major considerations.
In order to provide a balance between
the various impacts, the method
requires each type and level of impact
to be costed so that comparison can be
made.Table 1 shows an extract from a
‘typical’ schedule of impacts and costs.
Note that this is a generic list: it is not
possible to show individual company
determined costs here, as these are
confidential.

£’000

Wastewater treatment works (WwTW) upper tier failure works > PE (population equivalent) 50,000
WwTW upper tier failure - works > PE 10,000 - 50,000
WwTW upper tier failure - works > PE 2,000 - 10,000
WwTW upper tier failure - works < PE 2,000

100
62
27
14

WwTW odour enforcement notice - works > PE 50,000

150

WwTW odour enforcement - works > PE 10,000 - 50,000

134

WwTW odour enforcement - works > PE 2,000 - 10,000

53

WwTW odour enforcement - works < PE 2,000

23

DG5 (internal flooding) HO (hydraulic overload)

11

DG5 OC (other cause)

10

SEF (serious external flooding) HO

7

SEF OC

6

Blockage

0.2

Pollution category 1

40

Pollution category 2

30

Pollution category 3

5

Pollution category 4

0.2

Reputation - public enquiries

1000

Reputation - national press, MP, significant local press interest

50

Reputation - local press only

7

Reputation - council and officers

5

Reputation - pressure groups

1

Reputation - general complaints

works. Note that the current revisions
to the Sewerage Rehabilitation
Manual (WRc – due in late 2007) are
quite likely to propose similar methods
(for infrastructure assets).

Drinking Water Inspectorate.
A key aspect of this approach is the
Common Framework for Capital
Maintenance Planning (UKWIR
2002), which assesses capital
maintenance requirements against
service level impacts. Other recent
changes in approach have been the
emphasis on integrated and sustainable
drainage and catchment (basin)
management. All this is leading to
companies assessing interventions in a
more holistic and proactive way.This
paper examines some of the methods
being used, with an example of specific

20

Table 1
Predicted yearly
cost impact of
unfavourable
events.

Other information – data gathering
In order to undertake the next phase of
such analyses, other information about
the assets (both infrastructure and noninfrastructure) needs to be obtained.
This includes the following:
● geospatial and related data (size,
location, depth, type, and so on)
● population data (indigenous,
visiting, commercial, and so on)
● consents; continuous, intermittent
and trade
● any capital or maintenance works
already scheduled (including
regulatory outputs), and their budgets
● current operating costs
● asset performance, not already
covered by service level indicators
(such as excessive operational costs)
● regular maintenance schedules
It is also helpful to source available
tools, such as existing sewer models.
In many cases there may be significant
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Option

Internal flood
per year

External flood
per year

Blockage
per year

Capex
(£,000)

Opex
(£,000)

5 Year NPV
6% (£’000)

25 Year NPV
6% (£’000)

‘Do nothing’

1

3

10

-

30

90

379

Minor repairs/ monitors

0.2

0.5

2

41

6

54

109

Relay sewer (400m of 225mm)

0.03

0.04

0.2

222

0.7

202

185

New PS

0.03

0.04

0.2

206

3.7

187

220

gaps in information; however surveys
are not generally undertaken at this stage.
Initial cost analysis
From the above information, the
service level impacts and other data, it
should then be possible to assess the
cost of ‘doing nothing’ and thus
prioritise issues.The method generally
used is to estimate the continuing
annual impacts, plus any effects on
performance either from deterioration
and/or changes in demand.There are a
number of studies in progress on
deterioration of wastewater assets, and
their results should be very helpful in
long-term planning.
For example, consider a hypothetical
area (such as a catchment) that has
suffered from ‘other cause’ sewer
flooding.This example should not be
construed as reflecting any actual
performance figures, and has been
chosen to simplify understanding of
the process. Over the past 10 years we
will assume it has had 10 internal
flooding events, 30 external flooding
events and 100 blockages.There is
limited growth in the area, and the
sewers are 50 years old. It would thus
be reasonable to assume that there
would be a continuing service impact
of one internal flooding, three external
flooding and 10 blockages per year.
Normally, if there were no record
of collapses or other similar issues
(such as pitch fibre pipe), the rate of
deterioration of a 50-year old sewer

should be such that the need for
replacement was unlikely in the next
25 years. Growth may increase the
impacts, but not appreciably. Creep
(additional rainwater input through
such items as new paved areas) should
only be a marginal impact (say 10%)
Using the (generic) figures in Table 1,
the continuing yearly cost would be
£30,000, giving a 25-year NPV of
£379,000 (using a 6% discount rate).
Of course, such analysis tends to be
reactive rather than proactive. For
example, if an area were to be subject
to significant growth, what would be
the likely increase in service impacts?
To answer this question requires a
reasonable level of knowledge of asset
performance, probably a sewer or
process model: these should be used
where available.
However, where no models
exist, in order to prioritise at this stage,
engineering judgement derived from
operational knowledge is generally
used to determine whether there is
likely to be increased risk. Sensitivity
analysis should also be applied to
predictions of future impacts, so that
risk can be appropriately applied to the
initial costs.

Table 2
Comparison of
hypothetical
example solution
options and costs.

Root cause analysis
Using the above information, the next
step is to undertake root cause analysis.
For networks, ideally this is based on
a sewer model; however existing
information is sometimes limited,

Figure 1
Screenshot from
the DCWW GIS
system of the
catchment (shown
in pink from the top
middle to
bottom left).

making a model build difficult.
Current modelling tools (such as
InfoWorks and WinDAP) are capable
of extracting information from other
sources (such as GIS) and developing
reasonable tools, but care must be taken
to
understand the risk associated with
limited and unproven data.
It is of course possible for
experienced engineers to make
reasonable judgements about the root
causes of the highlighted issues,
although again such assessments must
be coupled to appropriate risk levels.
For treatment works, analysis is ideally
by use of a process model (BioWin,
Stoat and so on), but where these do
not exist, comparing design process
standards against actual loadings can
be sufficient.
This is a critical area, as incorrectly
defining a root cause could have dire
consequences for future investment
plans. It is thus vital that experienced
staff check all analysis, and additional
information is sought where there are
ambiguities. A survey may well be
required at this stage to reinforce the
tools. An additional advantage in
undertaking the initial cost analysis
first is that such survey can be targeted
at the highest impact areas, thus
reducing assessment costs.
Options and interventions
The most technically difficult area is
determining effective interventions. As
well as more ‘traditional’ solutions, such
as new or refurbished assets, this
method calls for such options to be
considered alongside operational
interventions. As such, it is unlikely
that any one individual would have all
the necessary skills and experience to
effectively determine all the
possibilities.Teams must therefore be
multi-disciplinary and must be subject
to independent review.
In order to demonstrate how these
methods can be put into practice, we
will consider again the hypothetical
example described in the initial cost
analysis.We will presume that both
operational and capital solutions are
put forward.The first option proposed
is minor repairs and cleaning, along
with permanent level monitors and
routine jetting. In the second option a
large section of the sewer is re-laid. In
the final option a ‘cut and pump’
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solution of a pumping station is
proposed.Table 2 shows the
comparison between these options.
The surprising outcome of such
analysis of options is how much benefit
can be derived from minor works, even
over a longer time frame. Of course
had the sewers in this example been
closer to their end of life, the balance
of costs may have shifted to favour
other options. It is thus prudent to test
the predictions of future costs by
varying the service level values, to see
what effect this has on the estimated
costs and whether that may alter the
balance.This can then be factored into
the risk.
Note that at this stage systems can
become complex in data terms. Up to
this point in studies, impacts tend to
be single items (for instance, the
flooding has this effect). However there
may well be a number of potential
interventions for an impact and a
proposed intervention may resolve

Figure 2
Screenshot of
DCWW’s telemetry
system for these
monitors.

Figure 3
An installed unit.

terms of time, a survey was discounted
as impractical.There was however a
great deal of information already
available, both from core DCWW
systems and operational reports on the
pollution incidents.There was also a
considerable knowledge base about
many catchments within the capital
teams, due to the modelling and
improvement work on CSOs in AMP3
(2000-05), backed by years of
experience from operational staff.

Afan pilot
The first phase of the works trialled
potential interventions in one
catchment.The area chosen was Afan
Baglan, which is above Port Talbot.This
catchment has a PE of 149,353 (the
sixth largest in Wales), 63 pumping
stations, 666km of sewer and rising
mains and over 160 CSOs, but had the
worst pollution record in Wales. A key
aim of the Afan pilot was to determine
the effectiveness, or otherwise, of
different types of intervention. Figure 1
is a screenshot from the DCWW GIS
system of the catchment (shown in
pink from the top middle to

several impacts.Thus data can be in
one-to-many and many-to-one
relationships, and this requires careful
planning of the database structures.
An example of a study using these
methods is discussed below.
Dwr Cymru Welsh Water’s pollution
reduction strategy
Dwr Cymru Welsh Water’s (DCWW)
overall performance has increased
greatly over the past five years. One
area where it still wished to improve
however was in reducing pollution
events.The operating contractors for
DCWW, Kelda Water Services (KWS)
and United Utilities Operational
Services (UUOS) therefore
commissioned a small study to
understand the potential options for
reducing pollution by operational and
minor capital works intervention. Note
that longer-term strategies already
form part of DCWW’s plans for PR09.
As this was a small study, primarily in

bottom left).
The first step was to highlight the
highest risk.This was done using a basic
version of the methods outlined in this
paper, collating impacts, determining
root causes and prioritising.Types of
interventions were then identified,
based on the latest industry thinking.
The first step was to ensure that
siltation was not an issue by cleaning all
known ‘flat’ spots, and revising the
cleaning schedule to a more intensive
form. Step two was to revisit the
regular maintenance schedule
of CSOs.
Initially only 44 of the 162 CSOs
were being regularly (that is weekly)
inspected, so all were visited and a
new schedule determined based on
findings, all being visited at frequencies
varying from once a week to once a
year, depending on need.Telemetry,
using mobile technology, was installed
in critical locations, particularly at
sensitive CSOs: Figure 2 is a screenshot
of DCWW’s telemetry system for these
monitors, and Figure 3 shows an
installed unit. Many minor capital
works had already been identified over

Figure 4
Afan Pollution Pilot.
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Pollution class

Predicted – no action

Predicted – intervention

Cat 2

3

1

2

Cat 3

43

5

37

Cat 4
Not classified

Totals

5

0

5

71

12

59

121

18

103

strategy over the next year.

the past few years, but some were not
implemented due to funding: all were
now carried out. As can be seen on
Figure 4, the results of this pilot on
pollution figures were outstanding.
This shows the month on month
improvement since the pilot started.

Main study
The next phase was to prioritise and
cost interventions across Wales.This
was undertaken using the methods in
this paper, albeit without new surveys
or using sewer models. Having
identified all recent (in the past 10
years) pollution events from DCWW’s
systems, these were prioritised to look
at areas where there were repeat or
high-risk events. All were then costed
based on the estimated continuing
service impacts of doing nothing to
prioritise further, and the top 30 were
considered further.
Root causes identified for this top 30
included siltation, failing CSOs, lack of
capacity, defects and, in one case, an
undersized treatment works.
Interventions identified included
cleaning, re-lining and a complete
upgrade for the treatment works. All
included telemetry-linked level
monitors aligned to telemetry-linked
rain-gauges (to prevent unnecessary
alarms, as CSOs should spill in
large storms).
The results of the study are shown in
Table 3. As can be seen, a fairly modest
cost can have a significant impact in
reducing pollution events. Figure 5
shows the cost comparison in terms of
discounted cashflow (not actual costs).
Pay back time for the investment is thus
about three years.
Based on both the Afan pilot and the
main study DCWW has asked KWS
and UUOS to implement the regional

Reduction

Changes to perceptions
The author has been fortunate to
be involved in a number of very
innovative wastewater strategies
over the past 10 years.The DCWW
pollution reduction strategy was the
first however where service level
impacts were the key driver of the
study and where the cost of ‘doing
nothing’ was fully explored.
This certainly alters the perception
of the value of interventions, and often
leads thinking from a view of ‘can I
afford to implement these
improvements’ to ‘can I afford NOT
to do them’! Also the balance in longterm value changes between minor
operational changes and major capital
improvements, with the smaller
interventions often being a far better
investment.
Coupled to this is the relative
environmental benefit of different
types of intervention. Over the last
few years there has been significant
investment to improve wastewater
discharges, both continuous and
intermittent.There is no doubt that this
has led to great improvements in the
quality of receiving waters. However
the impact of unplanned events can be
far greater. For example, a scheme was
implemented in 2003 to improve a
discharge from a CSO to meet very
good river status.This scheme required
2,500m3 of storage and, because the site
was very restricted, it was complex and
costly to build and operate.
However, just upstream of this site
the main trunk sewer, located in the
river, failed. Again, this was a very
difficult location, and repair took about
two weeks (although temporary
pumping was in place within a day). A

Table 3
Results of the
main study.

Figure 5
Pollution reduction
strategy discounted
cashflow.

rough calculation using industry
standard figures shows that the
improvements to the CSO reduced
total biochemical oxygen demand
(BOD) impacts on the river by around
5000kg/year whereas the failed sewer
had a BOD impact of 6500kg/day.
With improved regulatory standards
being required for new legislation
(such as the Water Framework
Directive), care needs to be taken to
ensure a balance between adding
improvements to assets and ensuring
existing assets do not fail. Indeed, as
unplanned events have a far greater
environmental impact, should preventing these have a higher priority?
Conclusions
Most of the methods and tools
described in this paper will be very
familiar to many who work in
wastewater asset management.The
changes to the methods currently in
use in many strategies worldwide
appear to be minor. However, using
monetised service level impacts as a
starting point for operating and
investment strategies can significantly
alter priorities. It may change the way
companies structure their investment
strategies, with more emphasis on
operational intervention and
replacement of failing assets.
In many cases the savings in true
operational costs may pay for any
investment within the five-yearly
investment planning cycles. As
companies move towards 25-year
investment plans, such methods will
become vital.There is however still
some work needed on prediction of
failure, real time monitoring and
understanding of deterioration.
Studies currently in progress
(UKWIR et al) will be very helpful in
this regard.There is also a need to assess
how meeting new environmental
standards can best be achieved, through
large capital schemes or operational
strategies. Fully integrating service
level impacts into wastewater asset
management would seem the
best way to provide long-term value to
customers, shareholders and the
environment. ●
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here have been many changes
in the UK water industry that
mean asset management practice
has to continue developing. An
ageing asset base demands
continuous attention, while
demand growth, ever-improving
quality standards and concerns
about possible impacts of climate
change bring new challenges.
During the price review process
Ofwat, the economic regulator,
requires companies to
demonstrate that they have used
robust processes to identify the
investment required to provide
water and wastewater services to
their customers. These pressures
demand continuous improvement
in asset management planning
if companies are to meet
expectations while at the same
time improving their efficiency.
In response, United Kingdom
Water Industry Research (UKWIR),
supported by Ofwat, commissioned a
project to develop a self-assessment
process for companies to use in
monitoring and reporting their
progress in asset management planning.
An asset management pyramid
model has been devised as the
foundation of the process, covering
nine areas of best practice. Companies
will monitor their progress using a
self-assessment tool, developed to
enable users to capture either highlevel or detailed information on each
area. Although initially intended for use
in assessing capital maintenance plans,
the methodology is applicable to all
aspects of asset management and is
intended for wider use as processes
develop. At the time of writing, the
self-assessment tool was being tested by
UK companies and so it is not reported
in detail.

T

Background to asset management
planning in the UK
The water companies and their regulators
Two different types of company
provide water and wastewater services
in England and Wales: those that supply
water only, and those that provide
water and sewerage services. There are
10 water and sewage companies,
formed by the privatisation of the
state-owned water authorities in 1989.
The 12 water-only companies are
smaller and most existed before
privatisation.They have their own
treatment and distribution networks,
and three have no networks of their
own.These three were formed to
compete with the existing suppliers
and will use ‘common carriage’ in the
existing networks to reach their
customers.
Three water industry regulators
cover economic, water quality and
environmental aspects of the industry.
The economic regulator is the Water
Services Regulation Authority, known
as Ofwat. An independent government
agency, Ofwat sets prices on a fiveyearly basis, using a comparative
competition pricing model that
has a presumption of continuously
improving efficiency.The Drinking
Water Inspectorate monitors drinking
water quality and ensures that national
and European drinking water standards
are met, and the Environment Agency
issues water abstraction licences and
consents to discharge water to the
environment, taking account of river
and sea water quality. All three
regulators have statutory powers of
enforcement, allowing them to require
companies to take action.
Asset management and price setting
Companies submit asset management
plans (AMPs) to Ofwat every five years,

for use in its periodic review of prices.
The plans explain how the required
levels of service will be delivered,
covering such aspects of the business as
maintaining the current levels of
service, improvements to water and
sewage effluent quality, meeting future
demand, and improving efficiency.
Before setting prices, Ofwat
challenges companies’ plans and their
assumptions on the work needed and
costs of providing future services.Water
and effluent quality improvement
projects that require new assets can be
audited in terms of the proposed assets
and their costs, and delivery can be
monitored as they are built and the
new level of service is delivered.
But it is much more difficult to
determine the correct level of
investment to maintain the current
level of service, because it is hard to be
sure of the rate of deterioration of the
assets. Data have not generally been
kept at sufficient resolution to give
confidence in detailed models showing
how asset performance changes over
time (if at all), and the link between
individual asset performance and the
overall level of service is not always
apparent.
Ofwat has been using a four-stage
approach to assessing capital investment for maintenance of the existing
service (capital maintenance):
● historical analysis: assess historical
expenditure and the level of service
achieved; and adjust expenditure to
correct apparent over or
under-investment
● is the future different? examine any
evidence that historical levels of
investment need to change – for
example to maintain new assets or to
address changes in the environment,
such as deteriorating raw
water quality
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Area

Criterion

Explanation

Data

Acquisition

Is there evidence of data acquisition effort such as zonal studies?

Availability and formats

How available and in what format are data?

9.3

Confidence grades

What confidence grades are attached to the data?

2.7

Degree of reliance on expert judgements

How much reliance is there on expert judgements?

1.5

Risk-based or age and condition?

Is the approach risk-based or more about age and condition?

4.5

Degree of risk quantification

What degree of risk quantification is there?

2.9

Sub-threshold indicators

Has the company developed its own sub-threshold serviceability indicators
to support its case?

4.5

Top down or bottom up

Has a bottom-up understanding of asset service risk been attempted?

5.4

Reporter involvement

To what degree has the reporter been involved during the development
of the approach?

3.6

Evidence of R&D and Best practice

What evidence there is of seeking and applying good practice,
for instance through R&D, willingness-to-pay?

4.4

Corporate systems based or stand-alone?

To what degree is the process built on business-as-usual corporate systems
rather than a periodic review specific process?

7.7

Validation and sensitivity checks

Have appropriate validation and sensitivity checks been carried out?

12.4

Links to company policies

Is there evidence that selection of optimal interventions is based on stated
company risk policies?

8.1

WLC approaches

Are interventions costed on a whole life basis?

2.6

Offset uplifts?

Has the company considered offsetting uplifts in investment where risks
are intolerable, by tradeoffs where risks are manageable?

7.6

Efficiency integration

How well has the company explored the scope for potential efficiencies?
Is efficiency estimated at scheme level or as a programme adjustment?

2.2

Overlaps

Have integrated interventions been reflected in efficiencies and overlaps
with enhancements?

2.4

Well-structured case?

Is the case well structured and integrated with other parts of the business plan?

10.1

Process

Outputs

Weight %
8.2

Source: Ofwat (2005): Feedback to companies on the capital maintenance planning common framework, App. H

● scope for future efficiency: make
assumptions about what
improvements in efficiency each
company should be able to make
● impact of the enhancement
programmes: make adjustments to
accommodate the investment in
quality or other service
enhancements, particularly to
eliminate double-counting or
overlap with capital maintenance
Although the approach tends to focus
on the investment needs of the asset
base, Ofwat measures companies’
success on the basis of the level of
service delivered, rather than
investment in the assets per se. It
uses comparative regulation to
maintain an incentive for continuous
improvement, as a surrogate for
market competition.
Developing a risk-based approach to
asset management
Following the 1999 price review,
UKWIR commissioned a Capital
Maintenance Planning Common
Framework1. It set out the basic
principles of risk-based asset
management, to help companies
demonstrate the investments they
needed to make in order to maintain
service to customers.The project had
widespread industry support and was
part-funded by Ofwat. This ‘common

framework’ approach was used in the
2004 periodic review (PR04) and was
acknowledged as helping the industry
to improve its planning approaches.
At PR04 Ofwat used 18 criteria in
three groups – data, processes and
outputs – to assess companies’
application of the common framework
in their capital maintenance plans.The
18 criteria were weighted to reflect
their relative importance to the overall
plan, as identified by Ofwat (Table 1).
The assessment was used to grade
capital maintenance plans into bands A
to E: companies in band ‘A’ were said
to have fully justified their capital
maintenance plans and allowed the full
amount of any proposed uplift in
expenditure (compared with typical
historic expenditure), whereas any in
band ‘E’ were not considered to have
justified any of their planned uplift.
The results of the assessment were
only applied to uplifts, and not
used to challenge companies’ typical
expenditure based on an analysis of
historical costs. Figure 1 shows the
results for Stage B. It can be seen that
there was a difference in the quality of
plans between service areas as well as
between companies, with sewerage
infrastructure generally being the least
well planned.The results did appear to
differentiate companies’ plans in line
with Ofwat’s comparative
regulation approach.

Table 1
The 18 capital
maintenance
planning assessment criteria used
by Ofwat in 2004.

The need for an updated process
Following the 2004 price review, the
common framework was reviewed and
UKWIR also commissioned a project
to review the assessment process.
Ofwat is a co-sponsor of the assessment process review and expects the
project to provide material suitable for
use within its assessment of asset
management plans in 2009.
Having started to apply the
common framework, companies want
to be able to monitor their progress in
developing asset management planning. Ofwat wants to be able to test the
underlying expenditure against asset
management planning practice, rather
than relying on previous expenditure
as the main indicator of future investment programmes. All sponsors of the
project want to be sure that approaches
they develop are in line with best
practice and that they will lead to
better, more efficient, delivery of
service to their customers.
For these reasons, this project was
commissioned to develop an asset
management planning assessment
process. By reviewing best practice and
identifying some of the main features
of good asset management, it will help
companies to monitor their own
progress, challenge their thinking, and
build regulator confidence in their
asset management plans.
The main requirements of the
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Figure 2
Pyramid model of
asset management
planning.

Leadership, policy and strategy
Leadership, policy and strategy
form the foundation of the asset
management plan. Leaders decide on
the organisation’s policy and also set the

Data, processes, systems, and people
Data, processes, systems and people are
often described as core components of
process design and they form the base
layer of the pyramid model. Data
provide feedback on current
operations, and if collected wisely
provide both short and long-term
information. A great deal of work is
underway in the UK to improve the
way data are captured and used to
inform different parts of the business.
For example, maintenance
Water infrastructure
Number of companies

15
12
9
6
3
0

Water non-infrastructure

A

15
12
9
6
3
0

B
C
D
E
Capital maintenance stage B banding

A

Sewerage infrastructure

B
C
D
E
Capital maintenance stage B banding
Sewerage non-infrastructure

5

5
Number of companies

Stakeholder engagement
A good asset management plan
depends on engaging with
stakeholders, in order to understand
what services they require in the future
and what they are willing to pay for.
This is well aligned with market-led
practice in commerce, where successful
products and services are often
developed after consulting a
customer base.
In the case of the UK water industry,
there are many stakeholders,
including regulators, customers, and
shareholders. An example of the main
stakeholders and some of their main
communication routes is given in
Figure 3.

Figure 1
Results of Ofwat’s
Stage B assessment of capital
maintenance in
2004.

Number of companies

The pyramid model
The system being developed is
based on a ‘pyramid model’ of asset
management, shown in Figure 2. Here,
the elements of the asset management
plan form a structure, the strength of
which depends on all the elements
being in place and joined together. If
water utilities include all these
components of best practice, then they
should be able to produce robust asset
management plans.The main
components are summarised below.

Number of companies

project are to:
● build on existing best-practice asset
management from the wider
utility sector
● provide a self-assessment framework
for companies to use in monitoring
and reporting their own progress
● facilitate continuous improvement
in the UK water industry
● provide material that will help
Ofwat to further develop its own
capital maintenance planning
assessment methodology

management databases may be used to
allocate staff on a day-to-day basis and
track asset repair activity and costs. But
if an adequate time series is kept and
used together with design and
performance data, it can help explain
the rate of deterioration of an asset and
the service it provides. In addition, with
appropriate analysis, the data can reveal
the root cause of asset failures, informing decisions on the types of intervention needed to control failures in the
future. In this way, operational data can
inform long-term investment plans.
For even the best quality data to be
effective they need to be collected and
handled through suitable business
processes.These need to ensure
consistency of approach to collecting
the data, appropriate reporting lines
and use of the data within ‘fitness for
purpose’ limits. All utilities have
business processes – whether or not
they are formally recorded – for short,
medium and long-term planning.
Given strong leadership, policy and
strategy it will be easier to develop
robust processes that work, because
there will be requirements against
which they may be measured.
Although processes may be considered within their planning horizons,
they also facilitate specific functions.
For example a good process would
support a plan for the level of service
(rather than just for individual asset
types), which can help to identify an
underlying issue rather than being
limited to individual asset issues.
‘Systems’ are the established
procedures for collecting, storing and

overall strategy for delivering it. In
setting policy, the board will decide (or
commit to) the overall level of service
that will be delivered and the limit of
corporate risk that will be accepted.
The utility’s strategy is then written to
deliver the policy objectives: for
example the policy might specify
full compliance with water quality
standards, and the strategy would
show how compliance risks will be
monitored and managed, and link risk
management with asset operation and
maintenance.
A lack of strong leadership will not
necessarily prevent effective plans
being written, but it will be harder to
produce an integrated plan that meets
all its objectives, particularly for the
long term. The plan is also less likely to
be carried through without strong
leadership. Instead, the tendency will
be to focus on resolving current and
emerging issues to maintain required
levels of service.Thus strong boardlevel leadership is needed to drive
integrated asset management planning.
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Source: Ofwat (2004): Future water and sewerage charges 2005-10 Final determinations, periodic review 2004. pg. 175
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processing data, and developing it
into information about the business.
Systems are important in helping
staff to implement the processes,
because they provide governance
and consistency of approach.Without
them it will not be possible to assure
the quality of data collected, nor to be
sure that it will be stored or used
appropriately.
A key component of the asset
management pyramid’s base layer is
having competent people. It is people
that provide the service to customers
by defining requirements, specifying
the assets, designing and building them,
operating, maintaining and managing
them. PAS 552 recommends that
organisations should ensure that
‘personnel responsible for the
design, construction, operation and
management of assets are appropriately
qualified in terms education, training
and/or experience’.
There is no single standard to which
asset management personnel should be
trained, and indeed roles differ so much
that a single standard would not be
appropriate. But the main principles of
responsibility and accountability
within roles should be applied to
everyone, and staff should know what
their responsibilities are.
Analysis, reporting and management
In the asset management pyramid,
analysis and reporting form the top
layer because although they can be
designed or bought, they can only
work if the base layer is in place and
functioning. Otherwise, no matter how
sophisticated the analysis or reporting,
it will not be possible to draw reliable
conclusions on current performance or

its rate of change, and so business
decisions will be misinformed.
Analysis may be through simple
analytical approaches or complicated
software, used to understand the
information and signals generated by
the base layer of the pyramid. It is an
important part of the way data
becomes information, from which
decisions are made.Whatever the level
of sophistication, it relies heavily on
data, processes, people and systems to
provide consistency of approach,
ensuring that results are repeatable and
comparable.
Reporting tools and techniques
provide visibility of performance and
risks at all levels of the business and to
external stakeholders.Weak reporting
causes uncertainty and stifles decision
making, whereas robust reports provide
transparency and provide managers
with confidence in decision making.
Management is shown as a tie-bar
which holds the structure together
because it is central to the quality of all
the other elements. Good management
is instrumental in supporting the policy
and strategy, ensuring that systems are
implemented and processes work.
Managers have the ability to promote
good practice or to prevent it.They
have a significant impact on
organisational culture by setting dayto-day priorities and choosing the
people that will implement them.
Where management is strong, the
components of the asset management
pyramid are held tightly together and
this provides the greatest opportunity
for robust asset management planning.
But where it is weak, there is nothing
to hold the components together and
the pyramid is at risk of collapse.

Figure 3
Main stakeholders
and communication routes in the
English and Welsh
water industry.

Continuous improvement
Continuous improvement is shown
outside the asset management pyramid
because it applies to every component
and the system as a whole. Since the
2004 periodic review most water
companies have embarked on
programmes of improving their
asset management planning
approaches but this will not be a oneoff improvement. As the planning
techniques develop, the suitability of
every component will need to be
developed.
Continuous improvement should
also include updates to the policy and
strategy. Changing customer needs –
such as changes in population and
per-capita consumption – could
render the policy obsolete within a
relatively short period and lead to the
whole asset management plan becoming inappropriate. Regular reviews of
the external environment, through
stakeholder engagement, will help the
utility to remain in close contact with
expectations and develop its policies
accordingly.
Conclusion
The asset management planning
assessment process will support
continuously improving asset management, which is particularly important
in the English and Welsh market where
emerging competition could change
customer expectations at the same
time as other pressures – such as
demands for improving efficiency,
requirements to reduce emissions, to
adapt to cope with climate change and
an ageing asset base – challenge
companies to continuously improve
their approaches.
The provision of a self-assessment
tool based on best practice will enable
companies to track their own progress
and, with suitable audit checks, provide clear information to their regulators on a consistent basis as
their asset management planning
develops. ●
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New from IWA Publishing in 2007:
publications for water utility and asset managers
Risk Management for the Water Utility
Sector
Author: Simon Pollard
The provision of safe drinking water and the
protection of public health and the environment
through the treatment of wastewaters is
increasingly informed by risk-based decisionmaking. Aspects of utility management such as
process design and optimisation, asset management and compliance monitoring rely on a
mature understanding of process risk within a
broader context of business and environmental
risk management.
Implementation of revised WHO guidelines on
drinking water, international developments in
risk-based or risk-informed regulation and
increasing customer expectations of water
quality have further heightened the need for
Utility Managers and Process Operators to be
conversant in the principles of risk management.
For operators, risk management is now
regarded as a key business function.
Understanding risk and being able to implement
risk management is critical to the provision of
safe drinking water. As part of a move towards a
more strategic, forward looking approach to
utility management, the IWA is promoting a
risk-based approach to water utility management, from catchment to tap, through the
implementation of the Bonn Charter (2004).
This text is divided into the following units:
• Why manage risk?
• Basic probability and statistics
• Process risk and reliability analysis
• Assessing risks beyond the unit process
boundary
• Regulating water utility risks
• Business risk management for water and
wastewater utilities
• Managing opportunity and reputational risk
• Embedding better decision-making within
utilities
Having provided rationale for the importance of
risk management, the text begins with the
familiar territory of unit processes and process
reliability. It then broadens out to consider,
first environmental then organisational risk
management. The final sections are concerned
with better utility decision-making.
This title belongs to the Water and Wastewater
Process Technologies Series. To order, visit
www.iwapublishing.com.
Publication Date: 01 May 2007; 175 pages
ISBN: 1843391376
Price: £ 80.00 / US$ 160.00 / € 120.00
IWA members price: £ 60.00 / US$ 120.00 /
€ 90.00

Performance Indicators for Water Supply
Services - Second Edition
Authors: H Alegre, JM Baptista, E Cabrera Jr, F
Cubillo, P Duarte, W Hirner, W Merkel, R Parena
The IWA Performance Indicator System for water

services is now recognised as a worldwide
reference. Since its first appearance in 2000, the
system has been widely quoted, adapted and
used in a large number of projects both for
internal performance assessment and metric
benchmarking. Water professionals have
benefited from a coherent and flexible system,
with precise and detailed definitions that in many
cases have become a standard. The system has
proven to be adaptable and it has been used in
very different contexts for diverse purposes. The
Performance Indicators System can be used in
any organization regardless of its size, nature
(public, private, etc.) or degree of complexity and
development.
The second edition of Performance Indicators
for Water Supply Services represents a further
improvement of the original manual. It contains
a reviewed and consolidated version of the
indicators, resulting from the real needs of water
companies worldwide that were expressed
during the extensive field testing of the original
system. The indicators now properly cover
bulk distribution and the needs of developing
countries, and all definitions have been
thoroughly revised. The confidence grading
scheme has been simplified and the procedure
to assess the results uncertainty has been
significantly enhanced.
In addition to the updated contents of the
original edition, a large part of the manual is now
devoted to the practical application of the
system. Complete with simplified step-by-step
implementation procedures and case studies,
the manual provides guidelines on how to adapt
the IWA concepts and indicators to specific
contexts and objectives.
The manual includes a new version of the
software Sigma Lite incorporating all the new
developments and an improved graphical user
interface.
This new edition will be an invaluable
reference for all those concerned with managing
the performance of the water supply industry,
including those in the water utilities as well as
regulators, policy-makers and financial agencies.
This title belongs to Manual of Best Practice
Series. To order, visit www.iwapublishing.com.
Publication Date: 01 Jul 2006; 312 pages
ISBN: 1843390515
Price: £ 88.00 / US$ 176.00 / € 132.00
IWA members price: £ 66.00 / US$ 132.00 /
€ 99.00

Integrated Water Meter Management
Authors: F Arregui, E Cabrera Jr, R Cobacho
Water meters are the cornerstone of commercial
systems for water utilities throughout the world;
revenue is directly derived from the, figures
provided by meters. Despite this, little attention
has been paid, in terms of selection, replacement period and return on investment, to the
management and optimisation of water meters.
Integrated Water Meter Management is a

comprehensive reference for engineers and
managers alike, providing:
• in-depth technical information allowing the
true nature and behaviour of meters to be
understood
• a comprehensive review and comparison of
relevant global water meter technologies - a
useful tool to help decide which water meter is
best for your utility
• discussion of key decisions concerning the
use of water meters (when to replace them,
which one to use, how to control their quality)
from a managerial perspective.
This book is an invaluable resource for those
involved in urban water management, including
water utility managers, engineering technical
staff, operations and maintenance specialists,
meter-reading personnel and scientific
researchers in this discipline.
Publication Date: 01 Jan 2007; 274 pages
ISBN: 1843390345
Price: £ 80.00 / US$ 160.00 / € 120.00
IWA members price: £ 60.00 / US$ 120.00 /
€ 90.00

Estimating Health Risks from
Infrastructure Failures
AwwaRF Report 91125F
Authors: Karen M.E. Emde, Daniel W. Smith,
James A. Talbot, Les Gammie, Susan Ancel,
Nelson Fok, Janet Mainiero
Health risks from infrastructure failures are not
well understood, despite the potential widespread introduction of chemical, microbial, and
physical contaminants, as well as service
disruptions. Public health effects due to
distribution infrastructure failures are the
responsibility of the local water utility, the health
department, community medical care providers,
and in special circumstances, emergency first
response agencies.
This study identifies methods to develop future
collaborative efforts between agencies, including
improved understanding of the relationships and
outcomes between infrastructure failure events
and measured health outcomes, as well as the
need to develop improved tools for the detection
and monitoring of these events and their effects.
This includes the need to develop/refine
collaboration for interagency surveillance,
response, and mitigation efforts for infrastructure
failures. The study identifies ways to improve
interagency communication as well as potential
opportunities for cross-training to improve
understanding between stakeholders and to
develop better collaborative programmes.
This title belongs to AwwaRF Report Series. To
order, visit www.iwapublishing.com.
Publication Date: 01 Jun 2007; 176 pages
ISBN: 1843399725
Price: £ 120.00 / US$ 240.00 / € 180.00
IWA members price: £ 78.00 / US$ 156.00 /
€ 117.00
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New vision for world-class street works

Sustainable Water Infrastructure
DVD and Case Studies

he National Joint Utility Group (NJUG), the UK’s
trade association representing utilities
involved in street works, launched its ‘Vision for
Street Works’ at an event in London on Thursday
19th April 2007.
‘Vision for Street Works’ is NJUG’s new
strategy to promote best practice, safety, quality
and co-ordination for street works.
NJUG is the UK industry association
representing utilities on street works issues. Its
members include the Energy Networks
Association (representing electricity and gas
companies), Water UK (representing water
companies), National Grid, BT, Cable and
Wireless, Virgin Media and THUS plc.
The association’s new CEO Richard
Wakelen - Head of Street Works at EDF Energy
Networks and former Finance and Strategy
Director of NJUG - addressed the forum on the
new strategy:
‘It is crucial for the utilities industry to have a
strong, public strategy to guide its work in
promoting safety, quality and co-ordination of
street works in the UK. NJUG’s new vision
establishes a road map for the future delivery of

he US EPA's Local Government Advisory
Committee (LGAC) has developed a DVD that
highlights how local governments are addressing
ageing sewer and water systems to meet current
and future challenges facing our communities.
The LGAC is an officially chartered
federal advisory that provides advice and
recommendations to assist the EPA in developing
a stronger partnership with local governments.
The goals of the DVD are to encourage the EPA to
continue their efforts to promote sustainable
water infrastructure funding and to highlight the
work being done in local communities. It also
stresses the importance of local leadership in
addressing these issues. The project profiles five
real communities and demonstrates how they
are meeting the daily needs for repair or
replacement of ageing systems, coping with
population growth, addressing issues related to
environmental health, and water security
demands. The DVD presents some innovative
options that are available and necessary to
ensure water quality in the future.
For more information, visit: www.epa.gov/
waterinfrastructure/lgac_video/index.html.

T

world-class street works in the UK.’
Also speaking was Richard Harpley, Supply
Chain Director for EDF Energy Networks.
The ‘Vision for Street Works’ is supported by
the launch of a new website, which features
reviewed guidance documents and publications,
as well as the ‘Vision for Street Works’ statement.
NJUG acts as the utility arm of the Highway
Authorities and Utilities Committee representing
street works in England, Northern Ireland,
Scotland and Wales known as HAUC (UK). The
organisation’s focus is on promoting best
practice, safety, quality and co-ordination of
works as well as representing utilities in
discussions with Government and other
stakeholders on street work issues.
NJUG’s Vision for Street Works:
• Safety is the number one priority
• Damage to underground assets is avoided
• Utilities work together and in partnership with
local authorities to minimise disruption
• Utilities deliver consistent high quality
• Utilities maximise the use of sustainable
methods and materials
For more information visit www.njug.co.uk.
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AM DIARY
A listing of upcoming asset
management-related events
and conferences. Send event
details to WAMI for inclusion.

Novatech 2007 – 6th
International Conference on
Sustainable Techniques and
Strategies in Urban Water
Management
25-28 June 2007, Lyon, France
For more information contact the
Novatech secretariat, GRAIE – BP
2132, 69603 Villeurbanne cedex,
France; Tel: +33 (4) 7243 8368;
Fax: +33 (4) 7243 9277
Email: novatech@graie.org
Website: www.novatech.graie.org

5th International Conference
on Sewer Processes and
Networks
28-31 August 2007, Delft, The
Netherlands
For more information and to enrol,
contact: DUT 5th SPN
Conference Secretariat, room
4.55, Delft University of
Technology, Faculty of Civil
Engineering and Geosciences, PO
BOX 5048 2600 GA Delft, The
Netherlands
Tel: +31 15 278 3347;
Fax: +31 15 278 4918
Email: spn5delft-citg@tudelft.nl
Website: www.spn5delft.nl

New Directions in Urban
Water Management
12-14 September 2007, Paris,
France
For more information, contact the
event Secretariat:
Fax: +33 145 685 811
Email: symposiumUWM2007@
unesco.org

Design, Operation and
Economics of Large
Wastewater Treatment Plants
9-13 September 2007, Vienna,
Austria
For more information contact
Prof. Dr.-Ing. Harro Bode,
Ruhrverband, Kronprinzenstrasse
37, 45128 Essen, Germany.
Tel: +49 (0)2011 781 020
Fax: +49 (0)2011 781 025
Email: bode@ruhrverband.de
Website:
http://lwwtp07.tuwien.ac.at

2nd Leading-Edge
Conference & Exhibition on
Strategic Asset Management
17–19 October 2007
Lisbon, Portugal
Water and Wastewater companies
operating all around the world
have faced rising asset
management and replacement
costs, often to levels that are
financially unsustainable.

Management of investment
needs, while meeting regulatory
and other goals, has required:
• A better understanding of what
customers demand from the
services they pay for, and the
extent to which they are willing
to pay for improvements or be
compensated for a reduction in
performance
• Development of models to
predict asset failure and to
identify and concentrate
investment on critical assets
• Improved management
systems
• Improved accounting for costs
and benefits and their
incorporation within an
appropriate cost-benefit
framework
• Incorporation of risk
management techniques
• Utilisation of advanced
maintenance techniques
including new rehabilitation
failure detection technologies
• Enhancements in pipeline
materials, technologies and
laying techniques.
LESAM 2007 will provide an
opportunity to discuss developments at the leading-edge in
these and other fields to an
audience of utility operators and
managers, regulators and
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consultants. It will be focused on
the techniques, technologies and
management approaches aiming
at optimising the investment in
infrastructure while achieving
demanded customer service
standards.
The subject of LESAM 2007 is
Strategic Asset Management of
Water and Wastewater
Infrastructure.
The topics within the subject
tobe covered at the conference
and exhibition are:
• Global approaches to asset
management
• Target definition and assessment of performance
• Cost and benefit valuation
• Target definition and assessment of risks
• Asset data and information
systems
• Engineering developments
• Institutional and organisational
aspects
• Financial management
• Social and economical
dimensions
For more information contact:
LESAM Secretariat (LNEC / DSLM
/ DIEAG), Av. Brasil, 101. 1700066 Lisboa Portugal
Fax: +351 218 443 014
Email: lesam@lesam2007.org
Website: www.lesam2007.org

